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Van problems 'normal'

Edgar leaves MSU
for Duquesne post
' available when
Duquesne became
coach John Carroll was fired last
month after a 73-98 record in six
Racer he~d basketball coach seasona with the Dukes.
Scott Edgar was announced as
Edgar, who was one of three
Duquesne University's head coach candidates interviewed for the
Tuesday after reaching a contract position, becomes Duquesne's
agreement with officials Monday 12th head coach, and the school's
evening.
administration hopes he can
Murray State
restore a once-proud program that
Athletic Director
has had just one winning season
Mike Strickland
since 1986.
said be was not
The Dukes, a member of the
surprised
at
Atlantic 10 conference, hope
EdJlar's sudden
Edgar can tum around a team
departure.
that finished with a 10-18 record
"I knew that SCOTT IEDGAit in 1994-95 and point them in the
when we hired
right direction before the Atlantic
Scott four years ago that this day 10 becomes a 12-team leque next
would come," Strickland said. iiJie season with the addition p£ Xavier
did a marvelous job for us, and University,
Virginia
Tech
elevated our program to another University and the Univenity of
level. He brought very ezciting Dayton.
,
basketball and when you're sucThe fmancial packaae at
ceeaful like Scott is, you're gob;lg Duquesne is reportedly worth
to have opportunities to move up approximately $135,000, $40,000
in the basketball world."
more than Edgar was paid at
1rhe head coaching position at Murray State.
BY Scorr NANNEY

SPan's EDITOI

Herndon terms
pre-accident
complaints as
commonplace

Frequency of com plaint s

BY KELLY MENSER
SENIOI EDITOI

March 18 was not the first day drivers eXperienced problems with
University van No. 906, t he van
involved in a fatal accident on
Interstate 24. But the more than 100
complaints filed on the van since
October 1993 were "abaolutely normal;" said J ohnny Herndon, uaiatant
director of transportation services.
Through vehicle use authorization
forms, drivers noted faults ranging
from a defective glove compartment to
a dead battery to a dirty interior.
Three of 15 grievances filed between
November 1994 and March 199& cited
more severe safety problema with
wheel balance, "rough" and "bumpy"
rides and "shimmying in the steering."

'Myron' for president

the vehicle was checked and went out
safe," he said.
Such complaints are common among
Murray State University officials
drivers of the 150 vehicles in the inspected the van again after the acciUniversity fleet, as demonstrated by dent, but released no report. To issue
grievances on recent forms that indi- such a statement before the Kentucky
cate "vibrating" or "shimmying" in State Police completed their investigaother MSU cars and vans. The com- tion would have been "meaningless,
monality of the grievances does not premature" Herndon said.
suggest that every University vehicle
exhibits serious safety problems, The KSP Report
Herndon said, but rather that the probAlthough their investigation is not
lems are simply typical.
yet
complete, state police should
Despite the routine nature of the
release
a report today relating their
complaints, "We. have to treat every
findings
thus far, said Lt. Dean Hayes
one as if it were the most serious in the
of
KSP
Post
2 in Madisonville. Hayes
world - because it is;" Herndon said.
I
would not disclose the details of the
Universit y proc edures
report at press time Thursday afterThis treatment includes two steps. noon, but he did note one item that the
release will not discuss in depth: the
First, transportation services mechantread-separated
tire.
ics raise the vehicle on the examining
According to a state police report
rack to inspect and/or turn the tires.
Second, a University repairman drives issued soon after the accident. the
the vehicle "at turnpike speeds, tread separated from the driver's side
because that's really where these rear tire of the van, causing the driver
to lose control of the vehicle. 'The van
things show up," Herndon said.
overturned several times before landBecause the department repairs and
ing in the eastbound emergency lane of
performs maintenance checks on sever1-24 near Cadiz.
al University vehicles each work day,
Twelve Murray State cheerleaders
Herndon said he does not recall handling the specific complaints filed
See VEHICLf/16
against van No. 906. But "I know that

NEVER COMING DOWN •••

Public Safety en ds prankster's fax campaign for SGA
.
BY )ENNIFEI WOHLLEB
-,' t,

SENIOR STAFf

VOTE

Wama

MyronL.

Myron, Myron, he's our
man, if he can't win it, no
one can!
'
For a few days on
Murray
State
University's campus, it
appeared as though
there was an underground candidate in the
race for SGA president . Myron L. Ballicks.
Dozens of fax machines
across campus were the
carriers of this fictitious
character's
campaigt\
slogans which included an ..endorsement" from Miss
Kentucky who said "I love Myron."
Myron, who billed himself as "A man who can
step," had his campaign stopped in its tracks
Tuesday morning once Public Safety identified the
man behind the "candidate."
Public Safety Director, Joe Green, said although
this unidentified student did not break any laws, "he
did embarrass several groups on campus."
Green said the Myron campaign will not be continuing.

Ballicks

VOTE FOR A MAN
WHO CAN STEP I!
Myron L. Ballicks

_

For SGA President .....___.., ....

Stepplo' to a oew
beaU

PRESIDENT
..Myron L. Balllcb" faxed several copies of
..campal1n" fliers such as these from his
compute r to offtces acrou campus.

The first wave of Myron propaganda hit campus
March 30, through the use of 27 departmental fax
machines. The number increased to 48 the next day.
The creator, who wishes to remain anonymous,
said this is not the first time Myron has campaigned
on campus. He said Myron ran for a senator's spot in
1993 because he was unhappy about the number of
unopposed races and student apathy.
"One of our slogans was, 'Can you vote for a guy
who doesn't exist?m he said.
See MYRON/ 16

Faculty Senate n&llles regent noiDinees
BY k ELLY I. HICKS
MANACINC EDITOR

The nominations for faculty
regent were announced Tuesday
at the Faculty Senate meeting.
Faculty regent elections are April
18 in the Barkley Room of the
Curris Center.
N ancey France, associate professor of nursing, and current
Faculty Senate president; Ray
Conklin, professor of music; and
Robert Lochte, associate professor
of journalism and radio-televison,
are the candidates for faculty
regent. Elections are open to fac-

ulty only.
The candidates will be available
to answer question in an open
forum at 4 p.m. Tuesday in the
Barkley Room.
The Senate covered a variety of
topics in its monthly meeting
ranging from changes in academics to funding and additions to
the graduation procession.
The ROTC requested that the
Faculty Senate ask the Board of
Regents to permit the cadets
graduating in May to wear their
dress uniforms in the procession.
"It has been said that in the
past, faculty would be upset if(the

News

ROTC graduates) wore their uniforms because graduation should
be a purely ceremony," said Sally
Duford, chair of the academic policies committee and associate professor of family and consumer
studies.
The Senate agreed unanimously
that cadets should be allowed to
wear their uniforms during the
ceremony. However, the measure
will first have to go before the
Board of Regents before it
becomes official.
Murray State University has
hired a consultant, J eff Gaff, to

Danny Voweii/Staff

Kevin Ulmer, a sophomore from Big Sandy, Texas, practices his bike riding skills behind
Sparks Hall Tuesday afternoon. Ulmer is only one of the m any who can be·found riding
across campus, e njoying the spring weather, and sometimes doln1 stunts.

See NOMINEES/16

Dangerous rays

Life's struggles
A former SIU department chairwoman lectured Wednesday on
African-American women
overcoming the barriers.

3

Students should take
necessary precautions
and follow warnings
when tanning.
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Lady Racers tennis
The Lady Rac~r tennis squad
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tournament.
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Alumni to be honored

• Tax assistance - noon - 4 p.m., Room 353, Business and Public
Affairs Building. Free.
• Musical- "Anything Goes," 8 p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
For ticket information, call 762-6797.

Saturday, April 8
• Symposium - Jesse Stuart Writing Symposium, Freed Curd
Auditorium, Collins Industrial and Technology Building. Registration
begins at 8:30 a .m.
·
• Readings- Cathie Pelletier and X. J. Kennedy, 7:30p.m., Pogue
Library.
• Musical - "Anything Goes," 8 p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
For ticket information, call762-6797.

Sunday, April 9
• Music - Mike Rayburn, 6 p.m., long John Silver's.
• Concert- Voices of Praise Gospel Choir, 3 p.m., Curris Center
Ballroom.
• Concert- MSU Chambe r Singers, 3:30 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.

Monday, April 10

The Social Work Club will sponsor Easter egg hunts at 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m . Tuesday behind the Special Education Building for
Murray Head Start children.
Donations are needed and should be given to Edrena Harrison,
Faculty Hall, Office 5-7A.
An Easter egg hunt will be held at 1:30 p.m. next April 15 in
the Quad.
The hunt is sponsored by the University Center Board for the
children of students, faculty and staff.
For more information, call Laura Ballard, 762-6951.

City stickers available
Murray city sticker s are now available at the city clerk's office
at 207 S. Fifth St.
City residents are required to purchase and display a sticker
on each vehicle owned. Non-residents who work inside the city
are required to purchase and display a sticker on vehicles used
in the course of employment.
Stickers are $35. After J une 1, they will be $38.50; after J uly
1, $70.
Information required at time of purchase includes the year
and make of vehicle and license plate number.

"

Friday, April 7

Egg hunts planned

Reuben M. Greenberg, Chief of Police in Charleston, S.C. , will
deliver a lecture titled "Are the Bad Guys Winning?" as the
annual Harry Lee Waterfield Distinguished Lecture at 7:30p.m.
April20 In the Wrather-West Kentucky Museum auditorium.
A reception will follow in the Wrather Room of the museum.
The annual lecture honors the former Lieutenant Governor of
Kentucky and University regent and is sponsored by the department of political science, criminal justice and legal studies.

April?, 199,

WEEK IN PREVIEW

Two alumni will be honored with the title Distinguished
Alumnus during Alumni Weekend '95. William Wiles,
Alexandria, Va., and William Huston, Frankfort, will be honored
during the Alumni and Friends Luncheon April 22 in the Curris
Center Ballroom.
Wiles, a 1953 history graduate, is secretary of the board of
governors of the Federal Reserve System. In 1959, he earned a
master's degree in business administration from the University
of Kentucky. He received a doctorate in economics in 1973 from
the University of Wisconsin.
Huston is secretary for the Kentucky Cabinet for Workforce
Development. He graduated in 1974 with a degree in sociology
and earned a master's degree in guidance and counseling in
1978. He is currently completing a doctorate in workforce development at Southern Illinois-Carbondale.
Distinguished Alumnus awards are presented in recognition of
the service of outstanding alumni who have held responsible
positions and made significant contributions to their profession
on a national, state or local level.
Luncheon reservations can be made by calling 762-3001. The
cost is $12.50 per person, and payment should be made by
Friday.

Waterfield Lecture scheduled

The Murray State News

• Exhibit - A juried exhibition of student work sponsored by the
Organization of Murray Art Students. Eagle Gallery. Through May
11.

Tuesday, April 11
• Butt sketch artist - 11 a.m., Curris Center Rocking Chair

l ounge.
• 4-H horse Judging - 9 a.m., West Kentucky Expo Center.

Danny Voweii/Staff
Anne Ma rie Hutzler, senior fro m Charlestown W . Va., lends a
he lping hand (and arm) at the Red Cross blood drive In the Curris
Ce nter Ballroom. Geneva Harrison, LPN, looks on. Eve nts In the
Ballroo m this week include SGA e lections on Tuesday and
W e dnesday.

Portion of lot to be reserved
Parking spaces for commuters will be even more scarce April
21.

A portion of the Curris Center parking lot will be reserved for
the Class of 1945 and guests who will be attending the reunion
coffee and Emeritus Club Luncheon.

• Elections- SGA elections. 2 - 7 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom.
• Workshop - Self-defense workshop, 7:30 p.m., Ba rkley Room,
Curris Center. Sponsored by the Women's Center. Call762-3016
or 762-6851 for more information.
• Concert- MSU Cha mber Orchestra, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.

Wednesday, April 12
•Interview- O'Brien Equipment Company, Calvert City. Business,
ma rketing or other majors for customer service representative.
Career Services Office.
• Elections- SGA elections, 8:30a.m.- 4:30p.m., Curris Center
Ballroom.
• All Campus Sing - 4:30 p.m., quad a rea.
• Recital - Ra ndy Ada ms, percussion, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.
• VIrtuality 2 - 11 a.m. - 5 p.m., Curris Center Dance lounge.

Thursday, April' 13

Dog Days are coming
The Never Ever Too Old Club and the SGA will distribute free
hot dogs and soft drinks to aU students, faculty and staff from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. next Friday in the Quad.
The Dog Days celebration will be held in front of the
Waterfield Library in case of rain.

•Interview- O'Brien Equipment Company, Calvert City. Business,
marketing or other majors for customer service representative.
Career Services Office.
• Meeting - AAINA alcohol and narcotics abuse support groups,
6:30 p.m., Ohio Room, Curris Center.
• Concert - Jazz Band, 8 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom.

Elect

Traci
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Survival strategies

Summer 0' counselors attend .
·Ewing addresses issues facing Mrican- Clemson University conference
1\rnerican women in today' s society
BY ANGEL

fAIRBANKS

Bv JENNI FER

STAFF WRITER

PonER

. REPORTER

The Women's Center sponsored a presentation by Norma
Ewing, professor, author and
form~r department chair at
Southern Illinois University, in
Carbondale, Ill., Wednesday in
the Curris Center Theater.
The
presentation
was
designed to inform students
about the history of social and
economic barriers that have
confronted African-American
women, said Kim Barrett,
director of the Wom~n's Center.
"I thought it would be helpful
to bring awareness of this issue
to the students," Barrett said.
Ewing stressed the importance of educating AfricanAmerican women to the challenges they will face before
they are confronted with them.
"I am interested in getting
information out about racism,
genderism and classification,"
Ewing said, "and how they
oppress and exploit the
African-American woman."
"She knew her stuff and got
her points across very well,"
said Autumn Barlow-Huitt,
senior from Paducah.
Ewing said in the presenta·
tion that African-American
women have two strikes
• against them and nothing to
protect
themselves
with
because they are women and of
color.
Ewing said because they are
exploited by the media through
stereotypes, African-American
women must develop survival
skills.
"They must employ survival
strategies in order to feel good

" Summer 0' counselors are outgoing, happy, just get at it, fired
Team building and spirit were the goals of
Summer Orientation counselors and directors
up people. When you get 900
who attended a conference at Clemson
people like that together things
University in South Carolina March 24-26.
just go wild.
Paul Radke, director of School Relations;

Andy Lee/Staff

Norma Ewing speaks to Hurray State students about survival
su-ategies ed ucation fo r African-Ame rican wo~en.

about themselves," Ewing said. said.
Such survival strategies,
Ewing said she used educaEwing said, become uncon- tion as a survival strategy to
scious habits that are usually support and define herself as a
given to one generation by woman.
another.
She also said she encouraged
"I have transmitted survival
her
daughters to never depend
strategies to my daughters
on
others
for their success
throughout their lives," Ewing
which
is
another
survival stratsaid, noting · that one such
egy.
strategy is education.
"You need an education in
After Ewing spoke, an open
order to define yourself," she forum was held to give students

.

Kathy Hillyard, assistant director of Summer
Orientation; and 23 counselors attended the
20th annual Southern Regional Orientation
Workshop. An additional 928 people from 70
institutions in nine southern states also
attended.
"The conference is designed for orientation
leaders like our Summer 0' counselors, and
staff professionals like myself," Radke said. "It
is a professional development workshop.•
Counselors attended different workshops,
participated in student competitions and
viewed other orientation programs for fresh
ideas.
"We all gained a lot of information from the
sessions that will heJp us this summer working with the freshmen," said Brooke Offut,
junior from Nortonville. "The conference
brought us even closer together than we
already are."
Laura Miller, senior from Metropolis, Ill.,
said she was most impressed with the teambuilding activities she attended.
"It will help us depict to the freshmen a little bit of the unity of the University and what
we have to offer," Miller said. "It was what we
experienced as a group and our leadership."
Radke compared the conference to a high
energy cheerleading camp.
"Summer 0' counselors are outgoing, happy,
just get at it, fired up people," Radke said.
"When you get 900 people like that together
things just go wild."
The Murray State counselors proudly
brought home the coveted spirit award. Miller
said she was thrilled to win the award.
"It was really exciting because that was our
goal," she said. "That's what we were working
for the whole week. I think we depicted our
school spirit to the rest ofthe schools."
"Spirit is a part of orientation all throug~out
it, developing a school spirit and a sense of
pride within your university," Radke said .

"

Paul Radke

Murray State participated in many competitions at the conference and placed fourth in
skit and third overall.
In addition, Tricia Richerson, junior from
Murray, won the Outstanding Student Leader
of the Year award for region six.
"That is quite an honor," Radke said.
"Murray State has never had a student leader
of the year. I'm just as proud ofthis group as I
am of my own children. They did an absolutely fantastic job representing the University."
Radke said he was also very proud of the'
way the counselors handled the death of fellow
counselor, Ginger Adams. "While it was the
best of times, it was also the worst of times,"
Radke said.
Radke said they were notified March 24 of
Adam's death.
"The students immediately began the
process of grieving," Radke said, "and they
grieved in a variety of ways."
"We were really upset," Miller said. "Ginger
was r~ally close to a lot of people. We were just
going to go home and call it quits, but then we
thought about what Ginger would have wanted and so we all pulled together and we were
on a mission after that."
"We stepped up and did a whole lot of things
this University ought to be proud of," Ra<lke
said. "They put a wall up, stepped over that
wall, did what they had to do, and when it was
all over at night theystcpped back over that
wall and continued to grieve. Everyone is very
proud of the job they did.
"We got back into time just in time to go over
to the funeral home and pay our respects to
Ginger and her family," Radke said. "We
wanted to do some things for her memory, and •
winning the spirit award was one of them."

.f2l{plia Omicron Pi
wouU {i/(f, to
congratufate
our new OfficersI
Leaders Council
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Experience:
Current Senator for College of Business & Public Affairs
Cu rrent Member Dean's Student Advisory Council
Current Member Residence Appeals Board
Former Vice President Social Fraternity
B> Former Resident Hall Council President
Involvements:
Summer Orientation Counselor
Stu den t Ambassador

#1
on the

Ballot

VIEWPOINT

4
IN OUR OPINION

Participate in
SGA elections

Democratic gubernatorial hopeful Bob Babbage
has proposed th at the_state help pay for the schooling of students who wish to continue their education
after high school.
The proposed grants would be funded by proceeds
of the Kentucky Lottery. Currently, lottery moneys
are simply added to the state general fund.
Babbage argues that the original lottery proposal
included a promise that lottery income would be earmarked for education. The state only receives 25
percent of every dollar spent on the lottery. Babbage
claims that if the percentage were increased to the
35 percent goal written into current legislation, the
extra 10 percent would more than cover the cost of
the program.
·
An education would be affordable for many
Kentuckians who would not otherwise have the
opportunity to attend a college or vocational/technical school.
We do not think that one plank in a candidate's
platform should be the key to your voting decision.
However, we do believe that Kentuckians who desire
an education deserve the kind of accessibility that
Babbage's proposal would provide.

111 Wilson Hall
2609 Univeraity Station

Murray S t ate Univeraity
Murray, Kentu cky 42071-3801
Editor in Chief
Senior Editor

Ignorance runs
to the fiber on
hemp issue

I CAN '1 GEl MOU DERN
HAND OOTTA TU' BOX.'!

SoMEBoDy. ..
QUICK .~~ ..

P

$I-lOOT MUH
HAND OFF/
TJ.IIS AIN'T

~NO LIFE

FE.R

II

Baseball saga likely to continue
It may be too early to pop the corks on those taxed a percentage of the amount over the cap.
champagne bottles.
The tax money would be distributed to small
the
baseball
strike
is
over
and
the
season
market teams under a revenue sharing system.
Yes,
starts on April 26, but the strike is not settled But neither side could agree at what level the
far from it.
J?~~l! tax wquld be or what the tax rate wo\lld
Much has been said abHb.f.11 t;e and"tttts'1~~b~ ~m\ilifs unresotvea.
whether or not fans will return
The players are back because they agreed to
to the game. I believe they will. end their strike if the National Labor Relations
Sports in this country are like Board was granted a court order that restored
drugs. There are people who the terms of the 1994 collective bargaining
never touch the stuff, recre- agreement for the 1995 season.
ational users and hardcore
The owners did not want the players back
junkies.
under the old agreement. If they had locked the
People can say all they want players out, it would cost them $5 million a day
about feeling betrayed and not in player salaries.
wanting to watch baseball anyOpening day is less than three weeks away
more. The fact is they will , and there are nearly 800 players who are not
watch. Starting with highlights under contract. More than 100 of these are free
TOM
on ESPN, they will catch an agents. This represents a huge amount of talent
KIMMEL
inning while channel surfing and will force a glut in the free agent market.
Staff writer
and before they know it, they
Coupled with the overabundance of talent is
.____ _ _ _...... will be hooked again.
the fact that the owners lost nearly $700 million
No matter how strung out fans are, one bad during the strike. This may result in the owners
trip too many may cause them to kick the habit. paying less for free agents. Players may accuse
The players and owners seem to understand the owners of collusion, or conspiring to keep
this. It appears that they will complete the salaries low by agreeing not to spend above a
entire season this year, but another strike is still certain level.
possible. In fact, it may be even more likely than
When you consider how distrustful each of the
it was last year.
two sides already are, a collusion claim could
The owners wanted a salary cap to control ris- only hurt the chances for a long-term agreement.
ing salaries, the players did not. As a comproWhat does all this mean?
It means that we could have another season
mise, both sides seemed to be settling on a complicated luxury tax system.
without a World Series.
Under the proposed tax system, if a team's
I wonder, does the Betty Ford Clinic take basepayroll gets above a certain figure, it will be ball junkies? Will I have to go cold turkey again?

To the Editor:
I seem to be writing to the
paper with unprecedented regularity, something I do not nor·
mally do.
I am writing not to criticize
your paper, but to comment on
an issue that puzzles me enor·
mously. Last week you reported on Gatewood Galbraith's
politica1 platform; you correctly
stated his policy to legalize
hemp.
For some reason people here
cannot seem to understand the
difference between hemp and
marijuana. Hemp may be a
type of marijuana, but there
are differences. Just as edible
mushrooms and magic mush•
rooms come from the same
family, no one has ever tried to
illegalize edible mushrooms,
have they?
I am not pro legalizing marl·
juana except for medical use,
hut it seems ridiculous that
hemp is not legalized. Hemp is
not hallucinogenic, if you were
stupid enough to smoke it you
would not get high. Hemp is,
however, one of the most
adaptable crops there is. It can
be used to make very strong
fabric and can produce very
environmentally safe paper. It
can be planted every year and
grows very quickly.
In a state where the tobacco
industry is dying and which,
incidentally, produces more
marijuana than any other,
Hemp, it would seem, would
solve many problems. Instead
people see the word hemp and
think drugs!
Don't be ignorant.
Han'lah Parker
Junior from Britain

The Murray State News
welcomes
commentaries and letters to the
editor. Letters should be
300 words or less and
must
be
signed.
Contributors
should
include addresses and
phone numbers, for verification. Please include.
hometown, classification, title or relation to
The University. To submit a guest commentary
call 762-4468.
The
News reserves the right'
to edit for style and
length. Published letters
are kept on file for
Inspection in The News
office in Wilson Hall.
\
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Jonathan Oliver
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Student Government Association elections provide
an opportunity for students to choose how they are
represented, how their money is spent and how their
vote on the Board of Regents is cast.
For the first time in several years, students have a
choice for many of the executive positions that have
often gone uncontested.
We encourage you to find out what the candidates
stand for and vote for the candidates based on merit
-not popularity or looks. In this issue of The Murray
State News you, will find a summary of each presidential and vice presidential candidate's background, qualifications, perspective and ideas.
Many important decisions affecting the campus
will be made in the near future. Who you vote for
next week will affect how the University will evolve
for you and future students.
Voting will take only a few minutes. If you have
spent more than that time thinking or talking about
issues that affect students or if you are taking the
time to read this, you have the time to vote.
We invite you to attend the forum sponsored by the
The Murray State News at 2:30 p.m. Monday on the
patio of the Martha Lane Collins Center for Industry
and Technology. Students will be encouraged to voice
their concerns and ask questions of the candidates.

Candidate for governor
p_roposes free tuition
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Allison Graham
freshman, Murray

"Whoever is elected will voice our
opinions and not
only do what the
Board of Regents
wants.

..

Mike Willis, senior,
Huntingdon, Tenn.

Tracy Richey
junior, Central City

Taylor Riggs,
senior, Ozark, Ala.

"Students should

"SGA officers
includinfa senators
shou amake
themselves more
available so that
students can interact with them
more than they
have in the past.''

"They should hold
open forums on
the larger issues
so that students
can voice their
opinions."

he informed about
things happening
on campus, like
housing issues.''

Photos and interviews by M1chellc Stinnett
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Meet the candidates
Bv

KELLv MENSER

And then there were 4
James plans to drop out of presidential contest
Jonathan James, junior from Marion , Ky., said
Tuesday he will withdraw from the race for
Student Government Association presid ent,
leaving four. hopefuls on the ballot.
"I didn't realize how much time it would be,"
James said. "Somebody just pu t me up to it."
According to election rules, J ames must submit a letter of withdrawal to the Election Ways
and Means Committee. No such letter had been
submitted as of Wednesday night, said Breece
Hayes, chairman of the com mittee.
From 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. Monday, t h e remaining
candidates will participate in a public forum on
the patio of the Marth a Layne Collins Center for
Industry and Technology. Member s of the m edia
and students who wish to attend may question

candidates about their platforms. The forum is
sponsored by The Murray S tate News.
The SGA president conducts Student Senate
meetin gs, oversees all student government functions and serves as the studen t member on the
Board of Regents. Benefits cover tuition, fees
and room costs, and provide the president with
$600 per semester toward declining balance.
The polls will be o~n in the Main Ballroom on
th e third floor of the Curris Center from 2 to 7
p.m. Tuesd ay and from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Wednesd ay. H ayes will announce election
results between 5 and 6 p.m . Wednesday at All
Campus Sing in the Quad.
Following is a glimpse at th e four students
running for SGA president.

RusT, senior bUslnea nwtqement mlljor

jERRY "BUBBA"

fiomAubum
SGA experience: current senator. College of Builneaa and Public Ntan
Other campualcommunlty Involvement: SUmmer Ortenlatlon CoUnlelor, Student
Ambassador, varsity cheerleader
Why do you think you are qualified for ttH po8_1tion? ~ 1!'\tMidlon With lhe
student body through various organizations glvee me a 1rUe urwterltalldlng of what MSU
students are concemed abOut. I have served on numeroua Ut~Mif~Jty commlttee8 Which .now me to Wort<
well with the administration.
What are your specific plana for SGA? 1wn .sGA to become mora of a ttud8nt wice. I feellhat the
students need to be more invOlved In hoW the campt.IS Ia run and not . .be handed things down from a
higher authority.
What will be the three maJor laauea facing MSU during the nut academic year? Residential
colleges and how they will affect current students, tuition lricnaiea and ~ of current programs
How do you propose to lncre... lntM'aCtl~ bet\tleen aenatora ~ their conatltuenta? 1
want to stress student involvement throucih open fonlma In every college to gain feed:Mlc* and a phone
campaign In which SGA manbera Will call 8ludanta •
Ilk for oancerna Of que&tlons. Aleo, SGA
members should continually remind studenll they n elided to ..,. _. 8IUdlnt bOdy.

...,...lnd

TRACI fORBES,

sen ior occupatlonaJ safety ·and health major
from Cartervillle. Ill.

SGA experience: freshman senator, senator-at-large, SGA executive secretary,
UCB secretary, UCB Special Events Committee chairwoman.
Other campus/community Involvement: Alpha Omicron PI; American Society
of Safety Engineers; Order of Omega, president; Summer Orientation counselor; student representative on Academic Appeals Board
Why do you think you are qualified tor this position? I have been Involved
in SGA since my freshman year with both Senate and UCB and have a broad range of experience. I
presently serve as secretary, which enables me to deal with Issues that are of utmost importance.
What are your specific plans tor SGA? I would like to get more student input on the residential college theory and have open forums before it Is hastily Implemented. I would like for each Student Senate
chair to have his or her own committee to Involve more students.
What will be the three major Issues facing MSU during the next academic year? Residential
colleges, the true implementaton of "Dead Week" and the ratio of faculty/student parking
How do you propose to Increase Interaction between senators and their constituents? I
would like to have two forums each semester that the two senators from each college will conduct a nd hear
questions and listen to students' concems. The senators should bring the questions to the Senate meetings.

junior orpnlzatlonal ~ I'NIIor
from Murray
SGA experience: freshman senator, senator-at-large, chalmwl • Unlvenity Center

BRUM KASSING,
Board

Other campualcommunlty Involvement: VIce ptelidenl and 1u<1c1a1 c:hali'rnan Sigma Chi
Why do you think you are quallfl4lid for thla position? I fell my three years
of active Involvement in the Student Govemment AiaoCiatlon and my experien_c:e in
working with students, faculty, staff, administration and regenta on vartcx.. committees
and projects qualify me to be Murray State's Student Government Aaocllllon president.
What are .your specific plans for SGA? I wilt encourage unity among SGA ~ntattves and other
students through the development of shared core values stating Who we are, what we are about and what
we stand for. We will be a pro-active orga}'lizatlon In search of 1$1ues, rather than a reactive organization
waiting for issues to arise. I will work to make the office of SGA president more visible.
What will be the three major Issues facing MSU durtng the next academic year? Residential
colleges, student fees and tuition and changes in the residence hall structure
How do you propose to l"crease Interaction between senators and their constituents? One
way that I propose to increase Interaction between SGA senators and their constituents is to create monthly
forums within each college where students can voice their opinions on Issues to their respective senators.

CHENEE

D.

COLEMAN, sophomore studio art major from
Belleville, Ill.

SGA experience: University Center Board Publicity and Minority Awareness cOm·
mittees
Other campus/community Involvement: Voices of Praise, Student Ufe Advisory
Council, Murray School of Tae Kwon Do
Why do you think you are qualified tor this position?
Because I am honest, and I listen to what the students want. There are many changes
to be made for all students, and I am here to make that change.
What are your specific plana for the office of SGA president?
To re-evaluate the whole structure and purpose of SGA. I think that our p1.,1rpose has been unclear to us for
years and it is time to serve the students 6f MSU right now.
What will be the three major Issues facing MSU during the next academic year?
Residential colleges, recruitment and retention and minority awareness
How do you propose to Increase Interaction between senators and their constituents?
I will possibly plan monthly gatherings or retreats where we can all get together and have fun while discussing the needs and concerns of the students. Also, we should set goals each month and see how we all
can come together to achieve them.

LANE

GLASS

GILMER

VP hopefuls
share UCB goal. .
AB head of the Univer sity
Center Board, the Student
Government Assocation vice
president is the ideal officer to
pursue the goal all three candidates for the seat hold: increasing student involvement in
campus affairs.
If elected, Bobby Glass,
senior advertising nuijor from
Chicago, plans to survey stu·
dents "to find out exactly what
kind of programming (they)
would like to see come to
MSU." He also intends to "keep
students better informed about
where their money goes for pro, gramming."
Glass, who currently serves
as UCB lectur e chairman, proposes to accomplish these by
adding an organized committee
structure to UCB. "This would
allow 30 to 50 students to have
the opportunity to have a direct
influence on the decisions of
the University Center Board,"
Glass responded on a platform
query distributed to the candidates by The Murray State
News.
"Currently, the chairpeople
on the Board make the programming decisions, but by
adding the coliliilittees, the student body would be better represented," he wrote.
Brantley Gilmer , junior
advertising major from New

Madrid, Mo., likewise hopes to
"change the scheduling and
p rogramming by finding out
what the students want. After
all, the biggest band or the funniest comedian doesn't help us
if (he is) not liked by the students," he wrote.
Gilmer is vice president of
UCB, the office through which
he has "come to understand all
qualities that the vice president should possess." He plans
to "help the (SGA) president
better represent the students."
For Michelle Lane, senior
special education major from
Hopkinsville, better representation includes one-on-one contact between the SGA vice
president and members of various sects in the student body.
"1 will work more closely with
all organizations as well as
non-Greeks and even students
not in organizations at all,"
Lane said. "I will plan more
activities that will 'increase
school spirit."
Dealing with campus diversity is not new for Lane, who
serves
as
the
nontraditionaVcommuter student
representative to SGA
Benefits for the office of SGA
vice president cover in-state
tuition and fees and $400 in a
declining balance account.
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Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

Student opinion
may hinder leaders
I ANALYSIS

Although a certain amount
of power in most every organization ultimately resides with
one top official, various other
players along and outside the
chain of command provide
checks on this authority.
In the case of the country's
chief executive, one link the public - often impedes
presidential workings, say
George C. Ed wards II and
Stephen J . Wayne in their
book Presidential Leadership:

Politics and Policy Making.
Micro-organizing this theory
allows for its application at the
University student government level.
The authors cite several sets
of contradictory expectations
the public assigns the president, which apply to student
leaders as well:

• Lead vs. respondThe student body expects the
executive to be an independent
figure, yet seek and acknowledge majority opinion.

• Flex vs. dec ide -

A
leader should be willing to
compromise, yet take firm
stands on issues.

• Relate vs. differ -

The
president must empathize
with the average student, yet
"act in ways beyond the capabilities of most people."
With these conflicting views,
"it is very difficult (for a president) to escape criticism and
loss of approval," write
Edwards and Wayne.

•
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Faculty to change honesty policy
Bv REY C RAIG
SENIOR STAFF W RITER

Faculty concern about disciplinary action taken against
Murray State University students
who
violate
the
University's
Academic
Dishonesty policy has prompted the academic policy committee of the Faculty Senate to
consider revising the current
policy.
Sally DuFord, associate professor for family and consumer
studies and chair of the academic policy committee of the
Faculty Senate, said there is a
general academic dishonesty
policy in effect for Murray
State, but it does not provide
specific disciplinary guidelines.
According to the policy,
cheating, plagiarism, or doing
work for another person which
wilJ receive academic credit are
all impermissible.
This includes the use of
·unauthorized copying of examinations, assignments, reports,
or term papers; or the presentation of unacknowledged
material as if it were the student's own work.
DuFord said a faculty member may issue a failing grade to
a stude~t caught violating

'

The general consensus is that
most problems are handled at
the (ac4lty level. It is good if it can
be handled at that level.

'

Sally DuFord
Murray State's policy.
"The failing grade can be for
the class or for a test," DuFord
said. "In reality, disciplinary
actions can be taken further."
The University's present policy states that "disciplinary
action may be taken beyond the
academic discipline administered by the faculty member
who teaches the course in
which the cheating took place."
"The violation can be taken to
the chair or dean," DuFord
said. ~e-hearing procedures
against the student can also be
put into effect."
DuFord said there was some
faculty concern about what
actions were being taken at the
higher level in the deans' and
student affairs' offices.
"The general consensus,

though, is that most problems
are handled at the faculty
level," DuFord said. "It is good
if it can be handled at that
level."
The Faculty Senate is planning to work on a new policy
this semester.
DuFord said the new policy
will probably not be completed
until the fall semester.
DuFord said the policies from
the College of Business and
Public Affairs and the College
of Humanistic Studies may
form the basis for the future
University policy.
These are the only colleges on
campus that have academic
dishonesty policies in addition
to the University's policy.
The College of Business and
Public Affairs' policy states

that "( 1) all instances of academic dishonesty will receive
a ppropriate punitive action
from the faculty member in
whose class such dishonesty
occurs and (2) the names of students involved in acts of academic dishonesty will be reported
in every instance to the dean."
Additionally, under the new
policy, a st udent in violation of
the policy for the first time
must attend a conference with
personnel fr om t he dean's
office.
At such time, the student will
be notified of the college's ethical standards and the penalty
for any future violations.
The dean's office will also
address the matter in writing
in a letter to the student.
The College of Humanistic
Studies policy is composed of
six principles of academic conduct and a statement of plagiarism.
The policy further states that
"any instance of flagrant academic dishonesty, as determined
by the instructor of. the course
in compliance with the policy,
will result in the student's dismissal from the class and the
assignment of a grade of E for
the course."

Babbage $trives for free tuition
Bv KEiLv I. H ICKS
MAl-lACING EDITOI

Possible gubernatorial candidate Bob Babbage, present secretary of state, recently introduced a new plan for education
reform.
Babbage's platform includes
a proposal that would enable
high school students who maintain a B average to work for a
scholarship grant that would
provide free tuition to a
Kentucky public college or university.
The grant would include pay-

ment of special fees and the
cost of books.
The student would be covered
by the scholarship grant until
graduation, as long as a B average is maintained. .
Those students attending
vocational
and
technical
schools would receive a grant
covering full tuition, fees and
books for two years.
The proposed project would
be funded by revenue generated by lottery funds.
"The lottery mqney" was
promised to education," said
Dalit Toledano, Babbage's
press secretary, "and Babbage

intends to take it away from
legislators and use it for what it
was originally intended."
The
Kentucky
Lot tery
Corporation reported that since
the state lottery was started it
has earned over $1.9 billion.
Out of this money, only $477
million has been returned to
the state.
According to the Kentucky
Council of Higher Education,
37,881 students will be eligible
to participate in the scholarship P11>gr~m,, g~Ij~ t~e jii'st
year. The total cost of the program for the first year is estimated to be $52,528,651.

High
school
graduates
attending a four year colleges
or universities would r eceive an
average of $1,751 each year for
tuition and $500 for books.
"Eventually the program will
expand to include everyone,
even adults," Toledano said.
Toledano said the program is
a feasible project and should
not meet opposition from
Kentucky lawmakers.
"If he is elected, it will be a
very clear message from the
~ple of KMltucky that thia is
whatmey :want," 'roledano
said. "He is not running a campaign to please legislature."

Police Beat
~------------------------------------~
March 30
6:24 p.m. Dwight Rutlege reported theft of bicycle from near Curris
Center.
9:08 p.m. Noise complaint at Franklin Hall. Nothing found.
9:23 p.m. Theft of clothing form laundry room of 300 Block College
Courts.
March 31
2:23 a.m. Noise complaint on the east side Richmond Hall.
10:02 a.m . Ambulance dispatched to Hester Hall. A student had taken
too many sleeping pills. Student was treated and released from hospi·
tal.
·

3:00 p.m. Report of a goat out of the fenced area of Pullen Farm.
Aprll1
1 :06 a.m. Jason Melcher was arrested for DUI.
3:58 a.m. Fire alarm sounded at Oakhurst. No signal received at
Central Plant.
4:04 a.m. Fire alarm sounded at Oakhurst. No signal received at
Central Plant. Area was checked by officers. Nothing found.

.

Aprll 2
12:33 p.m. Fire alarm at the old Baptist Church Building. Nothing found.
3:05 p.m . Dead cat behin~ Franklin Hall. Central Plant was notified.
3:07 p.m . Pedestrian light from mall area (in front of Carr Health) was
found Inside the building. Central Plant was advised.
11 :21 p.m. Female student reported being grabbed (assaulted) near
new tennis courts on Waldrop Drive, west of Hester Hall. Situation is
under investigation.
Aprl13
•
12:01 p.m. Michael Pancocker reported theft of his bicycle form Franklin
Hall Area.
4:49 p.m. Previously reported stolen bike belonging to Dwight Rutledge
recovered.

AprilS
11:43 a.m. Keely ~raven reported the tire on her vehicle was cut while
parked near Clark Hall.
12:09 p.m. Larry Garner reported the theft of the front tire of his bicycle.

2:03 p.m. Report of kids climbing on the rocks behind Mason Hall.
2:09 p.m. Craig Olstead reported his tire cut near Hart Hall.
5:08 p.m. Report of marijuana odor on the third floor of Regents Hall. A
small amount of marijuana was confiscated . Situation is under investigation.
10:34 p.m. Report of someone shooting at Franklin Hall with
gun.

a pellet-

11 :09 p.m. Public Safety requested to assist with traffic control while
Murray Police made a blood run following an accident.
11:32 p.m. Emergency helicopter arriving at Stewart Stadium to transport two Injured children following accident.

Racer Patrol Escorts -11
Motorist Assists - 18
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
S.NifY 91fics,
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VOTE
Brantley Gilmer
,

Vice President

#3

on ballot

Paid for by candidate

STUDENT
AMBASSADORS
ARE LOOKING FOR
MSU'S FINEST!

Do you qualify?

SPRING WEEK
Sponsored
......-.... by:

and

Do you have proven leadership abilities?

.

Do you have good interpersonal communication skills?
Are you proud to be a Racer?

Sunday, April 9
Singer Mike Rayburn, LJS 6 p.m.

Tuesday, April 11
Butt Sketch Artist, Rocking Chair Lounge 11-3 p.m.
Virtuality 2, Dance Lounge 11-5 p.m.
Student Government Elections

Wednesday, April 12

Virtuality 2, Dance Lounge 11-5 p.m.
Student Government Elections
All Campus Sing 4:30 p.m.

Friday, April 14
Drive In Movie 8:30 p.m. Cutchin Field

Saturday, April 15

Easter Egg Hunt in Quad 1:30 p.m.

If so, apply today to be a STuDENT AMBASSADOR! Student Ambassadors
represent MSU in various ways. They host Fall Senior Days and Junior Jam, help with
• high schooVtransfer recruianent and represent MSU at receptions and college fairs.

Requirements:
• Completed 15 credit hours
• 2. 75 cumulative GPA
Applications and details are now available in the School Relations Office {Sparks Hall) and
are due by April 12 at 4 p.m. For more infonnation please contact Mallory McClure or
1
Randy Couch at 762-2896.

Be a leader
in Student Ambassadors!

.,
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[ History department aids. local
Benefits remembered
I resorts' quest to national register Kentucky Dam project provided vast
I
employtnent opportunites to area
BY REV CRAIG

SENIOil STAff WltiTEil

Thanks to the efforts of Murray State
University's department of history, Kentucky
Dam Village at Gilbertsville may soon be
placed on the National Register of Historic
Places.
William M~lligan, assistant professor of history and James Hammack, chairman of the
department of history, have been working
since last semester to place the village on the
register. Eric Rousey, graduate student from
South Pittsburgh, Tenn., has also been instrumental in these efforts.
"The most immediate reason is because it is
the 50 year anniversary of the dam, and after
50 years a structure becomes eligible to be
placed on the register: he said. "These are
newly eligible structures. Also, the state is
interested in searching out New Deal architecture to place on the register."
Murray State received a state grant from the
Kentucky Heritage Council to finance the
efforts needed to place Kentucky Dam Village
structures on the register.
Several requirements must be met before a
structure can be placed on the register. A
description of the property and a statement of
significance must be provided.
"You must discuss the kind of changes that
have occurred to that structure since its period

ofhistorical importance and what'the nature of
those changes were," Rousey said. "If too much
has been changed, the structure may be ineligible."
Rousey said the structures are significant
historically because they form the historic district of the Kentucky Dam Village.
Although the dam is also eligible to be put on
the register too, Rousey said it probably would
not be because of its stature as a working dam.
"If you put a structure on the register, you
cannot use federal money to alter it significantly," Rousey said. "If the Tennessee Valley
Authority needed to do some alterations to it,
they would not be able to."
Rousey said response to submitting the village as a register candidate has been positive.
"TVA has sent us materia) from their clippings file at the techilicallibrary at Knoxville,"
he said. "The Pogue Oral History Institute is
working with us and the state park service is
providing us with records."
According to Rousey, public history is a relatively new field in historical study that is revolutionizing how historians work.
"It is bringing them in closer contact with the
public and allowing the public to appreciate
their work," he said. "'t provides hands on
experience for public history students by getting Lhem into tho community to work on projects important not just to history in general,
but also to the community and the state."

Guest
Social Work Club members present Carol Julian, left, assistant director of developmental and

alumni affairs, a check for $500 for the Pand and Havana Rudedge Scholanhlp fund. Club members pictured (left to right) are Charlotte Landers, club secretary, Barbara Egner, vice-president, and Mark Llchtefeld, pre~ldent.

Bv

REY CRAIG
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With the Kentucky Dam
Village project underway in the
department of history, it seems
appropriate to reflect on the
impact of the dam on Murray
State University and its surrounding areas.
Eric Rousey, graduate· student from South Pittsburgh,
Tenn., and co-director f)f the
project, said the construction of
the dam changed the area in
very tangible and enduring
ways.
"Chemical plants and industrial plants provided employment for locals in the midst of a
depression," Rousey said.
Calvert City is one example.
In 1927 Calvert City was on
the verge of extinction because
of, among other things, a loss of
the big market for dark tobac- ·
co. The construction of the dam
provided badly needed jobs for
Calvert City and other West
Kentucky communities.
B.J. Harrison, a retiree living
in Marshall County, remembers the difference the dam
made in employment opportunities.
"The dam was the greatest
thing that had happened in
Marshall County," Harrison
recalled in the Sept. 22 issue of
The Paducah Sun. "Nothing
had ever hit this county like
that. People wanted the work."
Construction of the dam
began July 1, 1938, and was
completed August 30, 1944.
Large amounts of materials
and manpower were employed
during its construction.
According to *The Kentucky
Project - Technical Report No.
13: published by TVA in 1951,
construction employment at
the dam reached a peak in July
1942 at 4,861 workers.
The report also listed materials used during dam construction inCluding: 1,356,001 cubic
yards of concrete, 6,140,555
cubic yards of excavation, and
12,771 tons of reinforcing steel.
Although the dam was beneficia] to the majority of people

Faculty Senate
in Western Kentucky, Rousey
said there was some opposition
to the building of the dam.
"The relocation of people who
were being flooded was a source
of criticism and controversy,"
Rousey said. "There were also
many people who, for political
or ideological reasons, did not
adhere to the idea of the government running a power utility here."
Rousey explained that the
dam, however, was a very positive project with strong public
support from most factions.
"It was a time of idealism for
the TVA and a time of change
for this area," he said. "It
reversed a terrible trend of
young men leaving for Detroit
to find work because none was
available here."
Construction of the dam was
beneficial not only to Kentucky
communities, but also to
Murray State in many, Rousey
said.
"Indirectly, people could send
their kids to college because
they had the money to due to
the boom in the economy,"' he
said. "'n more direct ways, it
employed Murray State students and brought in new students to Murray State from the
TVA...
Rousey noted another important aspect of the Murray State
and Kentucky Dam connection.
"L.J. Hortin - a journalist,
Associated Press reporter for
The Paducah Sun, and Murray
State teacher- was instrumental in working with the lower
Tennessee Valley Association,
which for years had been working to get a dam here," he said.
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The dam was the
greatest thing that
had happened in
Marshall County...
people wanted the
work.
"
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"He was an example of the kind
of support that the dam really
had in this area."
Since its completion in 1944,
the dam has continued to be a
· source of benefit to Kentucky
residents and Murray State
students.
Benefits such as flood control,
power generation and recreation are cited in TVA's publication, Kentucky.
The publication points to the
dam's ability, in conjunction
with the other dams in the TVA
system, to provide flood protection to 6 million acres ofland in
Ohio
and
Mississippi.
Preventing frequency of flooding on another four million
acres is also reported in the
publication.
'
Recreational opportunities
are also vast according to the
TVA's publication. It cites 4
state parks, the Tennessee
National Wildlife Refuge, 48
public access areas , one cow1ty
park, five municipal parks, two
state wildlife management
areas, 10 group camps and
clubs, 92 commercial recreation
areas and three small wildlife
areas available for recreational
purposes.
Power generation figures
contained in the publication
are also quite impressive. Total
capacity for the Kentucky Dam
powerhouse is listed as 175,000
kilowatts, with up to 1.3 billion
kilowatt hours of electricity
able to be generated each year.
Other than the mere physical
benefits provided by its presence, the dam has become an
example of local and national
unity.
Dedicated on Oct. 10, 1945,
by President Harry S. 'l'ruman,
the dam has become what
Truman termed "an important
experiment in democracy."
Using Truman's own words, "It
is more than dams and locks
and chemical plants and power
plants ...administrative methods have been devised which
bring the people and their federal government closer together - not in Washington, but
right where the people live."
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Sunset Boulevard Music
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17 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Ju•t f Block from MSU Dorm•!ll
Monday • Saturday 1 0 a.m. • 6 p.m.
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laughter to all agesl
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.University Bookstore

Get a free
Polaroid picture
taken with the
Easter Bunny!
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Get ready for graduation!
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Registration confusion avoidable
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Here's a handy timetable for those of you interested in advanced,.>
scheduling. Scheduling Will take place in the Currls CEiritE!r . . ,.,. ·
beginning April 10.
·
· · .. · ·',' . '~~ ·

Monday

Seniors L-Z
Seniors A-K
Juniqrs L.-Z
Juniors A·Z

Tuesday

Sophomores L-Z
Sophomores N-Z

Wednesday

Thursday

··

8 afm.:·-f;p:nL::·
1 - 6 P.~O'I· •· .·.,
8 a.m... 1 p.ml
, 1 - 9 p.rtL ' , . i .
. 8 a.m.·- 1 p.mr ;.
· \ 1 ~. 6ptrh. : 'i:·
r.(.'

Freshman, Visiting, · :·:~ ,( * ·
,
. Non-Degree s-z · ~,·a.m.;- 1 p.m~t
· Freshm~n, Visiting~ · ·, · · ' · '
Non-Degree A-H

Freshman, Visiting~ · . · ··

~~~~~~r::a:i~ns , '~~~:~~~~·~.~~ ~

Friday

RescheduJing •·
.. ,
Monday-Thursday . . 4,.. 6p.m. ; . Friday 8 a.rri'~·i; 3p:·m~
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academic advisees are wellinformed. She also said faculty
members do a good job of alertRegistration can be a hectic ing the students of changes
time for students, but it often within the department.
becomes worse when students
"We try our best to make sure
are not aware of course changes they know what they are
in
their
Undergraduate doing," Southerland said,
Bulletins.
Jessica Peter, senior from
The Undergraduate Bulletin
Murray,
disagrees and said facis updated periodically and stuulty
do
not
always alert the students need to follow the buldents of class changes. ·
letin which correlates with the
"Some of the classes I used to
year
they entered the
take aren't even here anyUniversity.
"They (students) seem to more," Parker said.
know they follow the bulletin
Farouk Umar, chairman of
they came in under," said Mitti the department of political sciSoutherland, assistant profes- ence, criminal justice and legal
sor of criminal justice and polit- studies, cites lack of reading
ical science.
the catalog as the No. 1 probSoutherland said most of her lem for his advisees.
BY MANDY W OLF

STAFF W RITER

''They do not read the bulletin
... no matter what you say,"
Umar said. "I tell them my
position is to advise you."
Jennifer Beyer, sophomore
from Paducah, admits she does
not read the student bulletin.
"I hardly use the catalog,"
Beyer said. "I mostly go by
what the schedule bulletin
says."
Parker also said another
problem for students arises
when course numbers change
and students are not aware of
what classes they have or have
not taken. One such change
occurred with the change in
course numbers for the
Introduction to Criminal
Justice class from CRJ 100 to
CRJ 140.

"It's a matter of association,"
Umar said. "We don't want
(students) to think it is a remedial course."
Many advisers agreed students should be aware of catalog changes and they should
not rely on their advisors for all
the information.
Copies of the Undergraduate
Bulletin are available at the
circulation desk of the
Waterfield Library.
Frank Elwell, chairman of
the department of sociology,
anthropology, and social work.
said, "Sometimes I think there
should be a course in catalog
reading .. . sometimes you have
to dig to figure things out."

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

llRED OF THE SAME OLD
BURGER
AND FRIES?

SENIORS

Discover one of the fastest
growing home-businesses in
111!1. fastest growing industry.

STAND OUT IN

Be your own boss ...

THE

- MARKET PLACE
In a competitive marketplace, who would you
hire if all else were equal, someone with
a ll).aster's degree of someone without one?
Join the growing number of students entering graduate
study at Murray State.
Give yourself a better opportunity for:
1.
2.

You've had burgers and fries. You may have
even tried putting fries on your burgers. But, no
matter how you try them, they're still just burgers
and fries. So give up and try something different.
Something like Arby's lean and tender Roast Beef
piled high on a toasted sesame seed bun. With an
order of Arby's original crispy Curly Fries on the
side. Now that's different!

Greater flexibility and more rapid career
advancement.
A higher beginnjng salary that remains
with you throu hout your careers.
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Paid Advertisement

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Congratulq,tions:
Tany a Bauman ·
A shley Brooks ·
Ashley Brown
L ori Downey
Suzanne Franklin
E rin Gragan
Julie Matheny
Michelle Mitchell
Kori M oy_nahan
E lean or Stewart
Wendy Wilson

MY DEGREE GOT ME TilE ln'EBVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME TilE JOB.

On Initiation

President: Renah Rushing
Vice President: Jennifer Turner
. Treasurer: Smooliy Davis
Secratary: Michelle Taylor
Education Director: Leslie Fletcher
Membership/ Rush Director: Keri Pierce
On Their New Positions
,..
I

•

Things got pretty competihve for this
Army Rare that won them over.
JOb. I'msuremycollegedegreeandgood
You can begm to develop 1mpressive
grades kept me in the running. But in ~&!!l leadersh1p sk1lls with an Army
the end 1t was the leadership and manROTC elective. RegiSter now without
agement e:xperience I got through
obligation.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, visit 216 Stewart Stadium or call

762-4123
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Baking your body
/''

•

/

Burnin' up
Students need to be aware of precautions, symptoms of skin cancer
least at risk.
cer," Simpson said. "I know if
''Farmers or anyone who is lam outside for just 10 minutes
outside daily are at the great- I will get burned."
With the arrival of spring, est risk," Lyle said, ''or those
Talisa Griffith, junior from
many students are starting to who bake in the sun day in and Fairfield, Ill., and a member of
do more activities outside, the day out."
Alpha Sigma Alpha said the
need to be aware ofpreca'9ions
According to "Facts on Skin sorority participates in intrato take to protect skin against Cancer," skin cancer rarely mural sports and many outside
the sun is prevelant.
occurs in childhood and the activities.
"Melanoma is the most diag- average age for the first discov"We do not adhere to the
nosed (type of skin cancer) ery of skin cancer is 50.
warnings because we cannot
because of the risks of sun,"
Most skin cancers can be pre- see the damages," Griffith said,
said Judy Lyle, staff nurse at
vented and most that do occur "but in the future we might
Student Health Services.
can be cured, but those persons regret our carelessness.•
According to "The Sun and
considered cured should continKim Dunlap, senior from
Your Lips," a pamphlet about
ue to do monthly exams.
Greenville,
said her sorority
skin cancer, there were 600,000
participates
in all the panhel"People
usually
do
not
take
new cases of skin cancer reportcare
of
their
skin
when
they
go
lenic
games
such
as soccer, tened each year. Ninety percent of
outside,"
Lyle
said.
nis,
softball
>and
flag
footb(lll.
these skin cancer cases are
"'t
(skin
cancer)
is
not usualMary
Childs,
senior
from
caused by exposure to the sun's
Paducah,
said
on
Saturdays
ly
a
big
concern
because
they
harmful rays.
are
played
at
night,"
Dunlap
and
Sundays
she
ofl.en
sits
outAccording to "Facts on Skin
Cancer," overexposure to the side and studies while her said.
Sarah Dearworth, senior
ultraviolet rays of the sun is three children play.
from
Cabot, Ark., said she also
"' do not think about protectthe principal cause of skin candoes
not
think about skin caning
my
skin
because
I
just
go
cer.
cer.
outside
and
play
since
it
is
an
"Skin cancer is the regroup"I usually do not have a burn,
ing and changing of cells everyday occurence," Childs
said.
"I
do
think
about
skin
canso
I do not think about it,"
caused by repeated, long-term
cer
when
we
go
to
the
lake
or
Dearworth
said.
damage," Lyle said. "The skin
swimming."
Staci Shipp, junior from
cells begin to mutate."
Erica Simpson, senior from Murray, said she is aware of
Lyle said fair-haired and
light complected people are Slaughters, said she takes pre- the dangers of the sun.
most susceptible to skin cancer. cautions when she goes out in
"I am very conscious of skin
Mrican-Americans and those the sun.
cancer and its implications
with an olive complexion are
"I do not want to get skin can- because am fair complected,"
BY ANGELA ScHADE

COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Shipp said, "so I do take the
necessary precautions."
Rene Pulliam, junior from
Louisville, said she also takes
precautions when she is out in
the sun.
"I do because 1 am so fair
complected," Pulliam said. "I
always have sunscreen on
when I go outside."
"Students can protect themselves by wearing hats, long
sleeves and wearing sun block
ofSPF 30 or greater," Lyle said.
"They should also limit their
midday exposure. They should
do things in the morning or late
afternoon when the sun is not
as great."
According to the pampHlet
"Sun Talk: Understanding the
Sun's Relationship with Your
Skin," people should learn how
to recognize sun damaged skin .
Some physical signs people
should be aware of are:
• roughness or dryness
• blotching or irrecgular pigmentation
• fine and deep wrinkling
• sagging or looseness of the
skin
• yellowing
• enlarged capillaries, especially on the cheeks, nose and
ears.

Tanning bed myths
broken, advice given
BY ANGIE KINSEY
REPORTER

A sure sign of summer is students flocking to tanning beds
for that golden glow.
In the spring, the majority of customers at Wolff System
Tanning Center in Murray are college and high school students, said Linda Holkans, assistant manager.
Holkans said one ofthe benefits of indoor tanning is being
able to control your tan.
"It is best to work up slowly and get a tan," Holkans said.
She said this prevents people from burning the first time
they go out in the sun.
;
Karla Denton, sophomore from Murray, enjoys tanning
inside rather than outside.
"It is quicker and 1 can do it on my lunch break," Denton
said. "It is a good time to relax."
However, students may be paying a hefty price for their
golden tans.
Bridget Stuart, registered nurse at Student Health
Services, says there are no benefits to tanning inside.
Stuart said most tanning beds use ultraviolet light A
instead of ultraviolet light-B. UV-A is considerd the safer of
the two types of light, she said. However, this is a myth.
"UV-A does not make you burn as fast," Stuart said, "but
it can cause just as much dainage."
Holkans also advises people to use a tan aocler ator only
after they have a base tan.
Pr~tective eyewear should always be worn when using a
tannmg bed because UV-A light goes through eyelids.
Denton always wear goggles when she tans and said she is
aware of the dangers of tanning.
The biggest obstacles students may face about the dangers
of tanning is their love for tans and their patience.
The main problem with students, Holkans said, is "'they all
want an instant tan."

'l1le Murray Stale News j
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Little Miss, Mr. crowned

Get Online

BY A NGEL

MSU rides the information s uper highway
BY MICHAEL 0.

)OHNSON

AssiSTANT COllECE

Murray State . students and faculty are
quickly becoming frequent riders on the new
information super highway.
Andrew Batts, chairman of the department
of computer sciences and information systelllB,
said students have access to the Internet system at any computer lab on campus.
With so many students using the system
1
"
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Three boys and four girls
were
crowned
Saturday
evening in the Currie Center
Tiieater at the first Little Miss
and Mr. MSU pageant.
-we had 67 beautiful kids
there," said Laura Ballard,
University Center Board nontraditional/commuter student
representative.
Each child was judged on
appearance and poise. T h e
pageant was restricted to only
casual wear. Ballard said this
was done to help assure a fair
chance for people who usually
cannot afford to enter their
children in pageants.
"There were more people
than I thought there would be,
for the first time," said Melody
Stroup, freshman from Hazel.
Ballard said she had hoped
50 children would participate.
Some students said they were
disappointed that the Students
Government Association and
UCB sponsored a pageant that
was open to the public.
Some were concerned that
children of parents who were ·
not students. facultv or staff of
Murray State would carry a
title which recognized them as
representatives of the University.
Ballard said she and her staff
had addressed the issue before
the contest rules were made
and did not believe it would
cause a problem.
More than half of the contestants were not affiliated with
the University. However, children of Murray State affiliates
won 12 of the 21 places.
"I think it went well, for the
first
time,"
said
Matt
Whittenberg, senior from
Murray.
"This was our first and we
learned a lot," Ballard said,
"like, we should have had an
advance :rehearsal.•
The winners of the pageant
won a crown or tiara, banner,
trophy, $50 savings bond and

Justin Adams, senior from Metropolis, Dl.,
is a new Internet user who admits that he has
problems getting access to the system.
"fm new to Internet and I enjoy the educational services offered," Adams said.
"I would like to have more aCcess, but the
system is slowed up with people playing
games every day for hours at a time: Adams
said.
Other uses of the Internet system include
the E-mail system. which both faculty and
students can access.
James Deboer, asaociate director of information systelllB and communications, said it ia
quite easy to get on E-mail.
"All you have to do is have a valid MSU J.D.
and the University will set you up an
account," Deboer said. "There is no charge for
using the E-mail system."

Honor society donates time
REPORTER

From making Easter baskets
•for children to planting a tree
for Earth Day, Gamma Beta
,Phi is reaching out to include
everyone and everything into
its scope of service activities.
Gamma Beta Phi, a National
Honor Society for students in
the top 10 percent of their class,
emphasizes service, said Dr.'
Harold Kuhn, assistant professor of political science and the
advisor of the organization.
Kuhn said ·in order to maintain their place in Gamma Beta
P.hi, students must take part in
service projects, exemplify
leadership and remain at the
top of their class.

Sixty Easter baskets for
Head Start children were put
together Tuesday. Gamma
Beta Phi will distribute the
baskets at two parties, scheduled for Wednesday in the
Special Education Building.
One party will be in the morning and the other in the afternoon, so everyone's schedule is
accommodated.
In additon to reaching out to
young children, the chapter is
also demonstrating attention
to older children by collecting
soup labels which will be used
to buy computer equipment for
area schools.
Gamma Beta Phi has also
included the Earth and animals into its service endeavors.
The chapter plans to plant a

fAIRBANKS

STAFf WliTU

•Internet is loading our system very heavily," Batts said. "We have mixed feelings that
Internet is a resource instead of being used for
playing games."
Michael Evans, senior from Vienna, lll. ,
supports playing games on Internet and
believes more people will become interested in
E-mail allows people to communicate with
the system if games are played.
one
another either on campus or otT.
"Games through Internet are a good way to
get people into using the computers," Evans
Students who want to purchase a computer
said.
so they can climb aboard the information
Evans also believed the system is always super highway need to make sure that they
tied up because of computer buffs called mud- buy one with a plione modem.
" ders.
"Any computer that is equipped with a
"Mudders are people·who use the Internet
system to play role playing games all the phone modem will be fine to work with on the
Internet system," Batts said.
time," Evans said.

BY AMY PONDER

Aprll7, 1995

tree on April21 for Earth Day,
which is April 22. Also, pet
food is being collected for the
Humane Society.
Kuhn said he believes members of the society are "well
rounded" and have represented
the chapter 'well through their
service activities.
"It demonstrates the leadership quality that they have,"
Kuhn said. "They are members
because of their intellect and
they are also concerned about
the community."
Anyone wishing to donate pet
food or soup labels can do so in
Room 153 of the Business and
Public Affairs Building. For
more information, call 7623152.

Whlllit bQth the Mils arid Mr·.MSU ~ we~ •cancelled earlier .
this year, fortunately the ainaller vlrifon of the annual competition was
held on April1. Here are this year's winners of the Uttle Mr. and Miss MSU
individual age groups, u.ir pcarenta and their ~e hometoWnS.

0·2 Boys .
WINNER

..::

, , >v:

Shaqullh~ O'ShU·,.otltnson
L.aShanna Roblneon • MSU
Union City, Tenn.

,,

·

Logan Thoma•. Schwettman
Tom & Oenl8lle Sc:hWettnwl • MSU

FIRST RUNNER UP

FIRST RUNHER UP
Christian Alexander. Sherfield.
$teven Stt.rfteld & Mellaia Dlam,~kea
Mayfield " '.
\ · · · ··

Juatln Morgan
•·.. ,.DeborWl & Wayne Mo~ · MSU '

· )Aunav

SECOND RUNNER Up

SECOND RUNNER Up
David lltkel .S troup
David & Melody stroup • MSU

Jaime L. Falrbanka
Angtl F. . . • MSU

:::;t .Mlwaulcee, Wis..
< · 6·10 Girls ::

H*z8l

o-2. a1if~f
\YINNJ;R
llonlque LyMtte Ema
aAitla Ella & o.Ad Wallcfna Jr.- MSU

MumiY..

,

FIBS:I

) WINNEft
'Ttnya Faye Slade
Eart & Mylenda. Slade
•" hUrty

,; . f !B$1

RUN~iB UP

t•ytor Nicole Moor. '
Malt & Tracy M0ort • M8V

· ·Paige

BUNHER UP
tll.ube~l'l

S.ve l Mn Beckett
Ber4ort

Paducah

.,

C?"ag• Grewe. Tenn.,, ' 'ii • ·

~eckett

,

SECOND RUNNER up
Rebecca . Cripps

.<,

Art&Cind~

){'i'

~y

SECOND RUNNER UP

Taylor Nicole Totten
Jim I Anlfa.Toa.n ' . ,:~

.

i'::,

11 -15Girts

3·5 Boys
WIN NEB

WINN ER
Ntkelaha Garrison

Naah Orten

w.octt Orten • MSU

' . .t<aren Kohhllm

'"

. Mu~ ,:,?k.

,.:, ,: ;,. ,., f'aduceh ,. ·,, ,.

.
. .•., .
FIRST ' BUt:IHER Up
Carson Trent Wh..ler
Teny & Usa Wheeler

.~~ ..

RUHNEB

JUlian Lyn Farley

UP

Mutrav

SECOftD RUifNEB UP
· l<allop Wadklnt · :~·

.K*'YW~Is ~· Msu

FIBST

.Suaanfa.tey

~yflekf

SJ CQND RUHNEft . Up

. t.aura LYnn Napier

· ''? Jim Wid Shiia ~ '
; Buchanarl, Tenn.

·.> ••

~
·.,.r

.

.,.

~·.
,:; ·.·,

·:·

·:·

:·'

•tor

local merchant certificates.
trophy, $10 Wal-Mart gift cerThe first runner-upe won a tificate and other local mertrophy, '$25 War-Mitt gift cer- chAnt eertifi&ltes.
tificate and other local merAll contestants received a
chant certificates.
participation certificate and
The second runner-ups won a blue ribbon.

•an.Jdlme or rnea111me, Kroaer Brands are the belt We
lalowthe q~ II there ... that It our lobi"
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Red Ripe • FLORIDA

STRAWBERRIES

MILDRED CHRISTIAN, lAb Technician
JOHNNY McDANIEL, Production Supemsor
Herttqe Farms Dairy
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Wildlife Society wins
On with Freaknik
southeastern -quiz bowl Students wish to head to Atlanta for festivities
BY SLONE H UTCHINSON
STAFF WRITER

The Murray State Wildlife Society took first
place in the Southeastern Wildlife Conclave
Quiz Bowl held March 17, 18 and 19 at North
Carolina State University.
Murray State's team of five went head to head
with Mississippi State, the University of
Georgia,
Auburn
University,
Clemson
University and the University of Florida.
Murray State had never taken first place in 14
years of competition.
Steve White, assistant professor of biology,
said after finishing third the past two years the
victory was a great accomplishment.
"I was surprised when we won because we
competed against teams of graduate students
and we are all undergrads," said Anthony
Trimboli, senior from Mishawaka, Ind.
Trimboli said the team did not have any sort of
fonnal preparation for the competition.
"Most of the answers to the Quiz Bowl questions were just things that we've covered in
class," Trimboli said.
'
"We are in such a good location for wildlife
here at Murray," White said. "Students travel to
places like Cross Creek, Land Between the
Lakes and Reelfoot Lake for their classes and
that is excellent hands on practice for the Quiz
Bowl."
The society also takes field trips and travels to
such places as Texas and Florida on Spring
Break.
White said students learn a great deal on the
trips that materializes in their performance at
the Quiz Bowl.
Bridget Jackson, junior from Puxico, Mo., said

Washers still

VOTE

and
Technology
SGA Senator
Paid for by candidate

BY MICHAEL

D.

LaTesha
Joiner,
freshman
from
Hopkinsville, said Freaknik is a good unity
event.

)OHNSON

ASSISTANT COI.l£Gf LifE EDITOR

The coming of spring is to many a time to
• enjoy the warm weather by being outside. And
it is a time when many Mrican-American students from various schools venture to Atlanta
during April for an annual event called
Freak.nik.
Freaknik. is a weekend of festivities and pic·
nics on and around the Historically Black
Universities of Spelman and Morehouse
Universities.
Last year, Coca-Cola sponsored the festivities and a crowd of over 200,000 MricanAmerican college students from various universities attended the events.
This year's activities have gotten off to a
rocky start. Historically Black Universities,
which have the largest number of students to
attend Freaknik, have been receiving bulletins from Atlanta city officials telling them
that Freaknik is off and that students should
not come to Atlanta. •
Some Murray State students were looking
forward to attending the event for their first
time.
Erica
Kendrick,
fr«!Shman
from
Hopkinsville, said she has always wanted to
go to Freaknik, but h~s never had the chance.
"I've heard that it is a lot of fun and I would
really like the opportunity to attend the
event," Kendrick said.

"1 would like to go because it is a time for all
black students to get together and enjoy
themselves," Joiner said.
With spring sports activities, some students
are too busy to attend, but look forward to
going one day soon.
Chris Barber, senior from Cape Girardeau
and a member of the MSU track team, said he
would like to attend uie event but his track
schedule is very demanding during spring
weekends and he cannot take time out for the
festivities.
"During the spring months, I have track
events on the weekend," Barber said. "I have
always heard about .F reaknik and I would
love to go and I do plan to attend after I grad- 1
uate and have time to go and have a good
time."
Though Grambling University receive~
word that Freaknik was off, students attending Tennessee State University in Nashville,,
another Historically Black University, were
told by a local Mrican-American radio station
that the event is still pn.
Freaknik has been going on for a number of
years. Jt started as just a picnic between the
students from Spelman and Morehouse
Universities and expanded to include AfricanAmerican students from colleges and universities from around the country.

(jet

Don't forget to vote for
Student Government
Association officers on
April 11 and 12 in t~~
Curris Center F

75¢

Trent
Hurley
I ndustry

the trips the society takes are both educational
and fun.
.
"The ornithology and botany trip we took to
Florida this year was very helpful," she said.
''There were at least five questions at Quiz
Bowl that we were able to answer just because of
what we learned on that trip."
The Wildlife Society is alM in charge of the
Raptor Rehabilitation Project. The project rehabilitates injured birds of prey and boasts a 40
percent success rate in returning them to their
natural habitat.
White said the hands on experience students
gain in working with the rehabilitation program
is a great advantage to their competition at the
Quiz Bowl.
"Being a part of the rehabilitation project
helps because some of the questions at the Quiz
Bowl dealt with birds of prey," said Mike Di
Enno, senior from Louisville. "Working with
them definitely keeps us up on them and their
biology."
A renovation project is scheduled to begin this
summer on the raptor housing facility, which is
located behind the north wing of the Applied
Science and Technology Building.
The society plans to travel to Quiz Bowl at
Clemson next year to defend its title, but for now
members are enjoying their success.
"I am very proud that we went in there cold,
taking on big name colleges with teams of graduate students and we were undefeated," Jackson
said.
"The whole process of competing is student
driven and the biggest thing gained is recognition for aU their hard work," White said. "They
have a lot to be proud of."
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SympOsium set
for English scholars

by Josh Wilkes

SLONE H UTCHISON
STAFF WRITER

The Murray State University
department of English and the
College of Humanistic Studies
will sponsor the Jesse Stuart
Writing Symposium from 8
a.m. to 10 p.m. Saturday.

~pring
•

Jesse Stuart was internationally known for hiS short stories,
novels, poetry, and other writings including his 1974
Pulitzer Prize :nominated book
"The World of Jesse Stuart."
· The symposium will feature
four guest speakers - John
Egerton, Dorothy Kennedy,
X.J. Kennedy and Cath
Pelletier.

at last

"This is a sort of resurrection
of the Jesse Stuart Creative
Writing Workshop that we
offered here for several years,"
said Squire Babcock, assistant
professor of English and conference coordinator.

UCB sponsors week of fun games, activities for students

..

BY M AGGIE CARTER
SENIOR STAfF W RITER

•I
1

As part of Spring Week, the University
Center Board will host many activities
including virtual reality games, a buttsketch .artist, a drive-in movie and an
Easter egg hunt.
' Jeanie Morgan, secretary and coordinator for student activities, said the week.will
begin at 6 p.m. Sunday with Mike
~yburn, singer and guitaris, performing
in Long John Silvers on the first floor of'
the Curris Center.
"He plays a variety of music," Morgan
said.
A buttsketch artist will be in the Rocking
Chair Lounge from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Tuesday.

.

"This man sketches people from behind,"
Morgan said.

Student Government Association elections
in the Curris Center Ballroom.

Morgan said there will also be two virtual reality stand-up units in the Dance
Lounge from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
and Wednesday.

On Friday, a drive-in movie, Grease, will
be shown outside Cutchin Fieldhouse at

Babcock said the symposium
8:30 p.m. Morgan said these drive-in
will encompass all genres by
movies have been a huge success in the.
covering fields of interest such
past.
as journalism, fiction, poetry
"Bring your blanket and enjoy the and children's writing.
movie," Morgan said.
The schedule of the seminar
is:
An Easter egg hunt will be held in the
• 8:30 a.m. Registration
Quad April15 for children of.MSU faculty,
staff and students at 1:30 p.m.
• 9a.m. -noon Heroes and

"It's like playing a video game, but you
are actually part of it, not an observer,"
Morgan said.
Morgan said the virtual reality machines
have been on campus before and the
turnout is usually exceptional .

.Morgan encourages everyone to participate in the activities planned during
Spring Week. Anyone who has any questions can call the Curris Center at 7626921.

"These machines put you in the action,"
Morgan said.
Along with these activities will be the

.Villians: Creating a Fictional
World, Cathie Pelletier

• 10:30-11:50 a.m. Poetry
and Voice, X.J. Kennedy

• 1-2 p.m. The Importance of
Place, John Egerton
• 2:30-3:50 p.m. Getting
Children to Write, Dorothy
Kennedy
'
• 4:15-5:30 p.m. Panel discussion, Truth Lies: Writing in
the nineties, introduction by
John Egerton
Morning and afternoon
events will be held in the Freed
Curd Auditorium. The evening
events will be in Pogue Library
and the Faculty Club on N.l4th
Street.
The events will be free to
Murray State University students, faculty and staff. The
symposium is open to the general public for a fee.
The cost is $30 for any or all
presentations, including lunch
and $.25 for all presentations
and readings without lunch.
Books by the speakers will be
on sale at the symposium and
at the campus bookstore.
"We're very lucky to have
such a talented and accomplished group of writers on
campus," Babcock said. "I urge
everyone who is interested in
writing and reading to come
hear them talk."
For more inform~tion on the
symposium, call
Squire
Babcock at 762-4730.

Congratu[ations
to tfie new 1995 initiates of

Sigma Yllplia Iota:

.

1

Andi Baggarley
Melissa Evans
Jenny Farmer
April Fisk
Faith Holley
Kerri Jeralds
Stacy Jot>e
Marcia Maki
Susan Moore
Stephanie Potter
Christina Preher
Tracey Ruggles
Cayce Travis
Melanie Turner
Katy Watters

•

Because stuff happens.
.v.Hey this is cor porate America. We have to keep it clean.

Monday, April 10
Seniors L-Z, 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Seniors A-K, 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

VISA.

Tuesday, April 11
Juniors L-Z, 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Juniors A-K, 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.
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Wednesday, April 12
Sophomores L-Z, 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Sophomores A-K, 1 p .m. - 6 p.m.
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Thursday, April 13
Freshmen, Visiting, Non-Degree S-Z,
8 a.m- 11 a.m.
Freshmen, Visiting, Non-Degree A-H
11 a.m.- 2 p.m.
Freshmen, Visiting, Non-Degree 1-R,
2 p.m. - 6 p.m.

It's everywhere
you \/Vant to be.®

Friday, April 14
II

All Classifications, 8 a.m. - 3

•

RESCHEDULING :
Monday-Thursday, 4 - 6 p .m. ONLY;
Friday 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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Edgar accepts Duquesne job
Weekend search plans to bring set. of candidates to calllp.u s
B Y ScOTT N ANNEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

Murray State head coach Scott Edgar has a discussion with an Ohio Valley
Confernce official during a game this season. Edgar ended his career as head
coach at MSU by accepting an offer to coach at Duquesne University In
Pittsburgh.

After leading Murray State to three
Ohio Valley Conference championships
in four years, Racer head basketball
coach Scott Edgar left MSU to accept the
same position at Pittsurgh's Duquesne
University.
Edgar took over the Racer program
from fonner head coach Steve Newton in
1991 when Newton left MSU for the
coaching vacancy at South Carolina.
What Edgar inherited was a program
that had already won or shared the past
four conference titles.
From that point, Edgar posted a 79-40
record in his coaching career at Murray
State. In addition to his three league
titles, Edgar led the Racers to two
NCAA tournament appearances and one
trip to the NIT.
Perhaps Edgar's best coaching performance at Murray State carne during this
past season when he Jed the Racers to a
21-9 mark and a trip to the NCAA tournament, where MSU played North

Carolina close in the Southeast
Regional's first round before losing 8070.
Edgar's replacement will inherit a
Murray State club that will return all
but point guard William Moore from this
season's OVC co-championship team.
The Racers will be led by OVC Player of
the Year Marcus Brown and and All·
OVC second teamer Vincent Rainey.
Murray State Athletic Director
Strickland said the athletic program
hopes to have a replacement for Edgar
by late this weekend or early next week.
"The process, we hope. will be rather
quick, efficient and thorough," he said.
"We have decided that what we need is a
short thorough search. Our criteria will
be to look for an aggressive coach with a
1990's baaketball attitude who will keep
our fast, up-tempo pressing style.
"Ideally, we will try to identify these
people and bring three or four to campus
this weekend and let them learn about
Murray as we learn about them. We will
try to involve as many people as we can,
and get a consensus and move forward."

'Bre.d s strive to improve record
Bv ScoTT

NANNEY

SPORTS EDITOR

While some would consider a
12-19 record a disappointment,
Murray State's Thoroughbred
baseball squad sees it as much
more.
After taking a pair of victories, 7-0 and 7-3, over Austin .
Peay in a three-game series
last weekend at Reagan Field,
the 'Breda took to the road
where they captured a 6-4 nonconference win over Southern
Indiana on Tuesday.
With their last three victories, the 'Breda have won four
of their past five games and are
showing signs of turning their
season around.
Murray State head coach
Mike Thieke said the 'Breds'
victories over Austin Peay
served as a springboard for the
rest of the season.
." Last weekend was a step forward for this club," he said. "It
gave us confidence that we can
compete well with the other
clubs in the OVC."
In a doubleheader sweep of
the Governors on Saturday, the
'Breds used a pair of strong
pitching performances by
senior Jason Walker and junior
Aaron Rider, who each pitched
seven innings with five and six
strikeouts respectively.
Senior outfielders Kent Leggs
and Jason Karem and junior
designated hitter Tom O'Brien
led the 'Breds' offensive attack
in the two wins.
The 'Breds rebounded from a
Sunday loss to Austin Peay
with a victory Tuesday over
Southern
Indiana
in
Evansville.
Senior pitcher Matt Seely
picked up the victory in five
innings after coming in to
relieve freshman starter Todd

"

;

Almost as soon as Scott
Edgar accepted the head
coaching job at Duquesne
University, Murray State
officials
were tak- SPORTS
ing applications TALK
from possi- t-----~~.~;
ble candi- ScoTT
dates
to NANNEY
r e p 1 a c e ......__ _ _ ____,
him as head coach of the
Racers.
:
At last count, there were
reportedly over 30 applicants '
for the coaching vacancy.
From former Racer head'
coaches Steve Newton and
Ron Greene to current inter:
irn head coach Ken Roth,
offers have poured in from
seemingly everywhere.
No one seems certain who
the administration will '
select to lead the Racers next
season, but there is one thing
that is definitely certain.
No matter who becomes
the Racers' 11th head coach,
that person will have some
pretty big shoes to fill.
In Edgars four years at
the end of the Racers' bench,
he put together an irnpres~
sive 79-40 record.
He also led the Racers to
three Ohio Valley Conference titles, two trips to the
NCAA tournament and one
appearance in the NIT.
His last trip to the NCAA'
tournament was an 80-70
loss to North Carolina in the
first round of the Southeast
Regional at Tallahassee, '
Fla .• this season.
, ·
That game against North
Carolina was a testament to
the coaching abilities of
Edgar.
But even more impressive
than that display wa~ a performance worthy of any
coach of the year award.
The Racers were looking
like anything but one of the

:~e~e~~!;a~:o~:e~h~:c~~:O~ · ~
Jud Cook/Photo Editor

Sophomore first baseman Donny Kelly waits for an apparent pickoff throw as an Austin Peay baserunner scampers back to t he bag
during Sunday's game at Reagan field.
"It will be difficult, but we in a good spot to challenge for
Hollowell, who pitched four and play up there (at Southern
two-thirds innings.
Indiana). We played good feel like we can go there and the conference title."
Offensiv~ly for the 'Breds, defense and got excellent pitchwin," Thieke said. "If we're forSeely, who improved his
sophomore leftfielder Darryl ing."
tunate enough to beat Middle record to 3-1 and holds a 3.94
Marshall went two-for-two with
The 'Breda will have to con- Tennessee, everyone in the con- earned run average, said this
one run batted in.
tinue their recent success when ference will see that."
weekend will be a big challenge
Thieke said his team has to they travel to Murfreesboro,
Freshman first baseman Jeff for the 'Breds.
build on the foundation it. has Tenn., for a three-game series Norvell said the 'Breda are in
"This is probably one of the
started by clinging to its recent with Middle Tennessee State good position to sneak into the biggest weekends of the seasuccess.
'
University this weekend.
postseason and possibly win son," he said. "But we have
"It is important for this team
The Blue Raiders will enter the conference championship.
picked up a lot of confidence
to realize the bencfitR of our the weekend series setting atop
"We're in a good spot now that has showed us we can win
recent success,n he said. ''( was the OVC standings with a 6-0 because we're in the middle of the big games when we need
pleased with all aspects of our record.
the standings," he said. "We're to."

Racers sweep home matches with
MSU, E KU; face OVC champs MTSU
"
Bv TOM

Edgar
praised ..:
for his ·;.
efforts :'

KIMMEL

STAFF WRITER

The Murray State University men's
tennis team took out their brooms and
swept two home matches last weekend.
The Racers' first victim was Morehead
State. The Racers downed the Eagles 7•
0 Friday at the Bennie Purcell Tennis
Courts in Murray.
The Racers served up their third con·
secutive conference victory Saturday as
they sent Eastern Kentucky packi!lg
with an easy 7-0 rout over the Colonels.
also at the Bennie Purcel1 Tennis
Courts.
..I am very pleased with our play," said
assistant coach Mel Purcell . ..Morehead
is a much improved team this season

"We have played a lot of matches this
season and the more you play the better
I am very pleased with our you get.n
play. Morehead is a much
The big test for the Racers came
Thursday,
when they journeyed to
improved team this season
Murfreesboro, Tenn., to take on Middle
and we were fortunate to Tennessee State University. The Blue
get a victory.
Raiders have won thr.ee straight Ohio
Valley Conference championships.
Purcell said the MTSU match was the
Mel Pu rcell most important match the Racers have
played this season. But whether they
won or lost will not matter when the
OVC Tournament rolls around.
and we were fortunate to get a victory.
"It will be a tough task at the OVC
Eastern was another good conference
(tournament},"
Purcell sa.id. "We are
win, and it was a good challenge for us."
going
to
see
what
we are made of."
~Ve did good last week," said Martin
Jansson, sen ior from Varbcrg, Sweden.
The Racers will host conference rival

"

Tennessee Tech at 10 a.m. Saturday. On
Sunday, the Racers will travel to
Louisville to try to avenge an early season loss to the Cardinals. ·
"The loss to Louisville was a setback,"
Jansson said. "But we are playing them
on Sunday and we are looking forward
to beating them."
"It is a big weekend for us," Purcell
said. "We have two tough opponents in
Tennessee Tech and Louisville."
Purcell said that trying to get even
may· be a motivational factor for the
players, but that as a coach, be is not
interested in it.
"You go head to head and see how
good you are," Purcell said. "They just
have to go out and stack up and play."

back games to conference ;
foes Eastern Kentucky and '
Morehead State.
I··
This was part of a midsea- :
son slump that saw the · ! ~
Racers drop three of four
games to fall into fifth place· ':
in the league standings.
~;
This was the point at· r-.
which Edgar's coaching 1 ~
genius took over.
·. ~During the midst of the I;
slump, Edgar installed 6 a. ,
m. practices to sharpen his I '
team's skills and get them •
back on the right track.
:.
From that moment on, the
Racers never batted an eye :
as they took charge of the
league standings and cruised I ·;
into the NCAA tournament
before falling to the Tar ,
Heels in a game-that was too ,
close for Dean Smith's liking. .
As the old saying goes,
"you never know what you ·
have until it's gone."
I think this phrase applies
to all of us Racer fans who
got too caught up in all the ·
excitement to really appreicate what a great coaching
job that was being done here :
•
at Murray State.
I can only hope the next
Racer coach will learn from
what Edgar has done here.
At the same time, I hope
that everyone at Duquesne
will stop and realize the talent this man possesses
before he moves on to work
his magic at another school. , I'
I hope that administration.
will keep in mind what he:
did for this program when: •:
they select a new coach.
;

.
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Ca~es,

Carroll step up

. Lady Racers go 2-1 against EKU, Morehead, UTM
Bv ToM KIMMEL

•
•
•
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With a conference record of
3-2 and four matches left to
play before the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament, the
Murray State University tennis team is nearing championship form.
The Lady Racers bad an
impressive weekend, beating
Eastern
Kentucky • 6-3
Saturday in Murray. The team
then traveled to Clarksville,
Tenn., and beat Morehead
State 8-1 Sunday. They
slipped on Tuesday, losing to
Tennessee-Martin 9-0 in
Murray.
The "Lady Racers were led by
their top two seeds in the
weekend matches. Top seed
Renea Cates, sophomore from
Central City, lost only eight
games in four sets. No.2 seed
Deanna Carroll, sophomore
from Springfield, needed three
sets in each of her matches,
but also emerged victorious.
'1 am extremely proud and
happy for Renea (Cates) and
DeAnn~ (Carroll)," said head
coach Connie Keasling. "They
both had to move up two· spots
this season and both are really
beginning to compete for us.•
Martha Zimmer, freshman
from Atlanta, said fatigue may
have played a factor in the
Lady Racers' loss to UTM.
"Even though we lost the
match, we were in it." Zimmer
said.."It is hard when you have
to play all those matches back.
to back. It will be nice to have
a week ofT to practice."
The team believes it is
improving with each match.
• "I think we are (improving)
because now we have seen the
.Pther teams, we know what
they are like," said Larissa
Klinker, freshman from Oxon,
England.

I

ThoJDas wins 800,
s ets pace for MSU
and that's what's killing us,"
ASSISTANT Sfooars EDITOI
Thomas said. ~e're progressively improving, but it always
Charmaine Thomas out- boils down to how bad you want
kicked the field in cruising to it.•
first-place in the women's 800
Head coach Wayne Pate is
meters as Murray State pleased with the efforts of his
University's men's and wom- middle-distance dynamo, and
en's track teams competed would like to have a few more
Saturday at the Ole Miss athletes of her type as the Ohio
Invitational in Oxford, Miss.
Valley Conference Outdoor
Thomas, sophomore from St. Championship Meet creeps up
John's, Antigua, took the event on the young Racers.
in a time of two minutes and
'1 wish I had a team full of
nine seconds to score 10 of the Charmaine Thomases," Pate
Lady Racers' 33 points at the said. "She's a model athlete,
meet, good enough for fifth out and she gets the job done.
of eight teams. Mississippi took
"It was only our second outfirst place in both the men's door meet, but with each meet
and women's standings, as the we'll get better and more expemen's squad finished seventh rienced, even though the conout of 11 with 47 points.
ference meet will be early this
Thomas thinks that the team year."
is peaking, but lacks the numChris Barber, senior from
bers and high-caliber runners Cape Giradeau, Mo., leaped
of stronger squads like Eastern 49'9" for second in the triple
Kentucky or Middle Tennessee jump at Ole Miss. Barber is
State.
worried about the outdoor sea"We have a few standouts, son coming to an abrupt end
but we need more numbers, right
before
the
OVC
BY M IKE 0HSTROM

STAFF WRITER

·

The Murray State News

'
Championship.
"It kind of rushes things
because we usually have five
meets before we go to conference, and we·ve already had
one meet cancelled," Barber
said. "Everybody's focused in
on what they have to do, but for
us to do well, we have to go
beyond what we normally do in
competition."
Lyndon Hepburn, senior from
Nassau, Bahamas, also starred
for the men's sq1Jad in racing to
third in the 400-meter hurdles
in 54.30 seconds. Hepburn follows the traditional strategy of
running his own race, corning
out of the blocks hard while
saving a final burst of speed for
the last 100 meters.
"What I try to do is to get out
strong, but not too strong,"
Hepburn said. "I want to get
out and maintain sb I can get a
good finish."
The track teams return to
action Saturday for the
Memphis
Invitational
in
Memphis, Tenn.

ADPis rout Alpha Gams
Jud Cook/Photo Editor
Renea Cates, sophomore from Central City. readies herself for
a two-fisted backhand In Tuesday's match vs. Tennessee-Martin
at the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts In Hurray. Hurray State·
University's women's tennis team fell to the Lady Pacers 9-0.

"' am really proud of our said.
play," Keasling said. "We conThe conference tournament
tinuc to improve and I am very is scored differently from the
pleased with how Holly matches during the regular
(Emling) is progressing."
season. Each player plays
All of the the Lady Racers' three matches, points are
remammg
matches
are assigned based on the results
against OVC oppon~nts. The and the team with the highest
team needs to use such match- score wins the title.
ups to gear up for the OVC
"The way it is scored gives us
tournament on April21.
a good chance," Zimmer said.
"I think when we get to the "We are going in ltiere with no
OVC (tournament) it will be a pressure; we have nothing to
whole new ball game,.. Emling lose."

Omicron Pi (2-0) and Alpha Gamma Delta's 'A'
team (1-0). Both teams have had games cancelled because of various functions for Ginger
Teamwork, organization and size were para- Adams, the deceased MSU cheerleader and formount in Alpha Delta Pi's 15-5, 15-4 rout of mer sister of Alpha Omicron Pi.
Alpha Gamma Delta's 'B' team in Murray State
"I think we have a very good chance of winning
University women's intramural volleyball action it all this year," Reiss said. "Alpha Sigma Alpha
Wednesday night in the North Gym of the Carr lost a lot of players, and they won it all last year,
Health Building.
while we still have everybody."
Alpha Delta Pi improved to 3-1 on the season
Heather Keith, senior from Benton, Ill., credits
on the strength of their service game, passing the fact that some of her teammates played in
and net play.
high school, as well as their efforts to improve
The Alpha Gams (0-3) jumped out to a 5·2 their teamwork in the occasional practice sesfirst-set lead, thanks in part to a header played sion. Keith was the recipient of several great
by M. C. Woolridge, junior from Murray. sets as she put away .many points with authoriHowever, Alpha Delta Pi never looked back, ty.
after scoring 19 straight points to take the first
"We have a lot of players with experience from
high school," Keith said. "It's harder to get
set and a 6-0 lead in the second.
Reiss is very comfortable with her team's together, but we try to meet and get three hits
standing, which is second place behind Alpha when we play."
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
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Shepherd corrals ~he Award; Sports
Nutt proud of defensive back Not.t:book
STAFF REPORT

Murray State University
sophomore defensive back
Reuel Shepherd was named a
recipient of the Arthur Ashe Jr.
Award Tuesday by the publication Black Issues in Higher

Education.
One ofjust 22 NCAA Division
I-A and I-AA football players to
receive this honor, Shepherd, a
native of Conway, Ark., was
selected for . his athletic and
scholastic success as well as
campus and community service.
Shepherd was also chosen as
the winner of the 1995 Ohio
Valley
Conference
Male
Academic Award.
Shepherd excelled last season for head coach Houston

'

We are very proud of Reuel. He has
shown that not only is he a leader on
the field, but he is also one off the
field in the classroom. It is a tremendous honor for him, and he is a fine
example for the young people of this
community.

'

Houston Nutt
Nutt's 5-6 Racer football team.
The 6'2", 195-pound strong
safety started in four of the
eight games he played. Three of
his 26 tackles went for losses,
and he also managed to tally
one sack on a safety blitz.

Shepherd gives just as much
effort to his academics. He was
named to the dean's list for the
fall semester with a 3.8 gradepoint average. A geography
major, Shepherd is also a member of the Fellowship of

Christian Athletes, the MSU
Student•Athlete
Advisory
Committee and the Voices of
Praise gospel choir.
All of Shepherd's accomplishments have left Nutt breathless
with pride for one of his original recruits during his first
year atMSU.
"We are very proud of Reuel,"
Nutt said. "He bas shown that
not only is he a leader on the
field, but be is also one off the
field in the classroom.
"It is a tremendous honor for
'him, and he is a fine example
for the young people of this
community."
Shepherd is now involved
with spring football practice,
which will culminate in the
Blue-Gold Game April 28 at
Stewart Stadium.

•

SGA elections- Tuesday and
Wednesday! Elect MIKE:
WILLIAMS - SGA SECRE·
TARY.
CaiOlyn, Had any draft beer
lately? love, ci>:E PanamaCrew
Brum Kassing for SGA presl·
dentl
The sis19fs of ci>D: would like
to thank out wonderful acfvlsors for your patience and on
going support. We love youI
Elect Denise Brockman SGA
Secretary.

Denise Brocl<man would be
an Excellent Sec:retaryil
Vote Denise Brockman for
Secretary. Are you ser1ous??
:(ES I AMI
Maybe It's time you should
give me that rup down. C. C.
Roses are red, violets are
blue, If an Alpha Gam has a
crush on you, buyashlrtl$11.

DOTIIE Mullinix #2 on ballot.
Senator of Education.
Thanks for your support ci>:E
sisters. Love, DOTIIE
Johnalhon, Did you ever find
the fourth floor of Wilson Hall?

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Counselors Wanted. trim
down·fltness, co·ed. NYS
camp. 100 positions: sports,
crafts, many others. Camp
Shane, Ferndale, NY 12734.
(914) 271-4141.

SANITA110N AIDE: Part·
time afternoon position In the
Food Services Department
Average 25 hours per week
Including weekends.
Vacation/Holiday benefits.
Health/dental Insurance
available. Apply at Murray
Calloway County Hospital,
Personnel Department, 803
Poplar Street E.O.E.

Aoceptlng applications for rent
In May of three bedroom brick.
two bathroom home, one block
west from MSU, In a quiet
neighborhood. $600 monthly
rent, one month deposit for
yeatty lease. Call753·6424 or
753-7356.

NOTICE
Allison Photography: For All your
Photography Needs. 10% discount for students. Call 7538809.
SAA Mudbali Coming April 22
Applications Flfth floor Spart<s
Hall.

HELP WANTED
FUNDAAISER. Exduslvely for
fraternities, sororities & student
organizations. Eam money
without spending a dime. Just
3 • 5 oays ofyour time. A little
work... a lot of money. Call for
Info. No obligation. 1·800-932·
0528, ext. 65

The Big Apple Cafe Is now
hiring for all positions. Apply
In person. Must be 21 or
older. The Big Apple Cafe •
Hwy 121 SOuth; Puryear, TN.
901/247-5798.

FOR RENT

Girl scout camp Staff
Needed. Waterfront,
Repelling, Equestrian,
Canoeing, High AdVenture,
General Counselors, Arts and
Crafts, Cooks and Kitchen
Help. Located near Ashland
City. TN. June 4 -July 30.
Contact Trfcia Coleman, (615)
383·0490.

New 4 BR Duplex, 2 1/2 bath,
Appliances, Garage, & WID
Hook·up. Now available· $635
mo. (12 mo lease) New 3 BR
Duplex, 2 bath, Appliances,
Garage, & WID Hook-upaval·
able May 1, - $625 mo. (12 mo
lease) 2 BR Apl $245, • 1 BR
apt. $235. Downtown - now
available. Deposit Required •
NO pElts· 752-4937 ·436-2741
nights.

.
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Deadline......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

FORGETt•
TO VOTE!

Age Division

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

.C iassifieds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station

c/o Ray ALexander
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deductable
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On the Industry & Technology patio
Sponsored by The Murray State News
In case of rain, location will move to the dance lounge of Curris Center

Senator-at-Large
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Congratulations fi/U(~A ~~(H f/R§ON
for being chosen as the:
1995 Outstanding
Orientation Counselor
in the Southeastern Region.

Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept. .._,....,.~

.S Cf).f}ll'£..

AIA love and ours, Your sisters
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Frog .Hop '95
Thanks
MSU sororities
for all the
memories!

ATQ
AMI ArA Ar.A AQIT cl>II Itt
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Monday, April tO at 2:30 p.m.
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Meet the SGA Presidential candidates
& Hear the Issues

Cll # 12 on BallotApri/11 & 12

Health Line
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Go 'Breds

HeatherForHawkins

for further information dial

er:be
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Vote

_J

:he

Deadline to enter
Is April 15. All
entry fees are

Send .registration fonn and check to:
Ginger Adams Scholarship Fund

Murray, Kentucky 42071

MSU Health Services. offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing

lid
eir
res
(es

Cost: $30 per team

Murray, KY 42071

DAYS
'til \
FINALS!

OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

10t

WBLN- 103.7 FM
1500 Diuguid Road

31

Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

ss,

Make checks payable to: WBLN - 3 on 3 Basketball

Only

RATES
With MSU 10: 15¢ per word

ga-

Alternate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~

-...

IUe

:ky

To benefit the Ginger Adams Scholarship Fund
at Murray State University. April 20 - 23 at Racer Arena
Tearil. Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Players (Capt.)
Ph. # _ __

Two bedroom Apt Stove, Refrig, Some furniture furnished.
Located at Allison Photo. $200
month. call753-8809.

r

als

3 on 3 Double Elimination Basketball
Tournament

HELP WANTED

PERSONALS

Charmaine Thomas and jason Walker have been
named as the Racers of the Week.
Thomas, sophomore from St. John's, Antigua, blew away
the opposition in winning the 800 meters in a time of
2:09.19 at Saturday's Ole Miss Invitational in Oxford, Miss.
Thomas also competed In the I,500 meters and the
4x400-meter relay in leading the Murray State University
women's track team to a fifth-place finish in the eightschool field with 33 points. Mississippi took team honors
at its home meet.
Walker. senior from Sturgis, pitched the Murray State
University baseball team to a 7-0 shutout in the first game
of Saturday's doubleheader against Austin Peay State at
Reagan Field. Walker (3-2, 4.85 ERA) struck out five,
walked one, hit a batter and sprayed eight hits over seven
Innings for his third shutout and fourth complete game of
the season for the Thoroughbreds ( 12-19 overall, 3-3 in
Ohio Valley Conference play).
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NEWS

N OMINEES

and they have also extended an open invitation for Gaff to visit the Senate in the
Continued from Page 1
future.
·
Duford is heading a committee which is
examine the University's general educa- looking at making adjustments to the acation core requirements. The report has demic dishonesty policy.
been filed with Provost Jim Booth's office.
The Colleges of Humanistic Studies and
The Senate requested Gaff meet with Business and Public Affairs are working on
them to discuss the recommendations, but suggestions for a revision to the existing
Gaff has declined the invitation because of policy as stated in the University's Student
schedule conflicts.
Life Handbook.
The Senate has made a request to
"In the past five years there have only
Booth's office to see the recommendations been five cases of academic dishonesty
in the wreck. One cheerleader,
Ginger Adams, junior from
Murray, died March 24 at
Vanderbilt Medical Center in
Nashville.

V EHICLE
Continued from Page 1

and their sponsor were injured

Congratulations to

Aprll 7, 199S

brough t before the judicial review board," MYRON
Duford said.
She said most of the problems are han- Continued from Page 1
dled at the faculty level.
Myron was "born" in the
The last order of business was how to
spring of 1992 as a group joke,
better fund the University's libraries.
said his creator.
Senate members agreed the libraries on
campus are in need of funds to update preHe said in addition to his stuexisting periodicals and the Senate plans dent candidacy, Myron's name
to ask the president to increase funding. was also submitted to the MSU
However, Senate members agreed to hold Presidential search committee
the issue over to next month's meeting for · last year. "I don't think we ever
further discussion.
got a response," he said.

their name," he said: "It wasn't
supposed to go out (through the
faxe s) like that. I had saved
two different versions of that
{flyer) and 1 accidentally sent
the wrong one. It was inexcusable."

"Myron" said on one ofhis flyers, he unintentionally named
himself the sweetheart of a
campus sorority.

Myron's campaign through
the fax machine is finished, but
is this the last we have seen of
him? Maybe as a non-candidate, Myron has a future in
Kentucky politics.

KSP selected last week an
independent investigator to
examine the tread-separated
tire at a laboratory in Florida.
Although the police have been

unable to contact the inspector
because he is in England,
Hayes said he expects the
examiner will inspect the tire
by the end of April.

"I'm really sorry about using

It took Public Safety several
days to track down Myron
because his creator altered the
transmission log from his computer.

Adverti~e in The Mu"ay State News

Jonathan Oliver
EIC for The Murray State News
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Thankyou

is now taking applications for Fall1995.
The following positions will be open:

* 'for a wonderful *

NEWS STAFF:

Mother,taughter.;{ea.

Managing Editor
College life Editor
Sports Editor
Viewpoint Editor
Graphics Editor
Assistant Managing Editor
Assistant College life Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Photographers
Staff Writers
Editorial Cartoonist / Illustrator

AkA love and our~our sister~

ADVERTISING STAFF:

We are proud to have

Shannon Stroud and
)ody Stivers
be a part of our bridal registry.
111 S. 4th St.

759-2100

Advertising Manager
·Assistant Advertising Manager
Sales Representatives
Production Assistants
Business Manager
PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION IN WILSON HALL,
ROOM 111
.

Applications are due by April 11 .

On Murray's Court Square

It's One Of The Most Useful Credit Cards On The
Planet. Unless You)ve Stolen It.

Your M asterCard®is stolen. You panic. You

get angry. You panic some more. 'J:'h en you call and can cel it. N ow the thief is
.

1n

.
possession

of, oh , ab out seven cents worth of stolen plastic. (Maybe he can use it as a

coaster w h en h e entertains at the h ideou t.) So relax. You only have

to p ay . fo r stuff that you b o u ght, and you can even get a new card

Q
w hich m u st sell wallets.

the next day~ It'll b e accepted at millions of locations, one of

---

MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's sniart money
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